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PRIME 2:24%.

THREE FAST MABES.
In rummaging through soms old “traps
and calamities” tbe other day we ran across
a modest little pamphlet published back in
the seventies which bears the legend “For*
est Park Stud.” Without the cover is
adorned with a small and indtfferent'.y exe
cuted wood-cut of Mambrino Patch n, af
ter Scot/s painting, while upon the back is
a likeness of Mambrino King whi»h, even
less art.stically handled, would, we are
prone to confess, hardly be taken as a
counterfeit presentment of the “handsom
est horse in the world ” Wi bin the text
sets for;h briefly, after a prefatory an
nouncement. the pedigrees of the trotting

MAMBRINO MAID 2:29%.

stock then at Dr. Herr’s establishment.
There is, throughout no attempt at typo
graphical beauty, nor effott at taste dis
played in the announcement, while of the
pedigree few are given in extenso, tabula
tions are totally minus, and tHe annotations
chiefly conspicuous by their absence. As
we turned the b aves idly, our eye now and
then striking a name famous in the annals
of the trotting turf or stud, 'but at the time
♦he little book was printed almost “un
known to history,” our mind ‘naturally re
verted to the vast difference between the
stud catalogue of a score of years ago and
that of today. No more striking index
of the growth of the trotting industry
is to be afforded than a comparison of Dr.
Herr’s unpretentious little volume with the

LAUSANNE.

luxurious ones which annually reach our
desk nowadays from the principal breeding
farms. Prospect Hill, Penn Valley, the
Empire City Stud, the Ketcham Farm, Vil
lage Farm and others yearly outvie each
other in taste and expenditure in the effort
to give their celebrities a fit typographical
setting. Plate paper, gilt edges, press work
and illustrations on a par with Harper’s or
the Century are called into requisition to
make these catalogues dainty or sumptuous
as the case may be, while so far as the text
goes one of them is a perfect encyclopedia
of trotting lore to any man not possessed of
a Year Book. The present has been cajled
an “era of statistics,” and to no branch is
the expression more applicable than to
trotting affairs. Tbe Immense growth and

myriad ramifications of the different fami
lies renders the compilation of the trotting
catalogue of today a task only to be en
trusted to a man who has made such statis
tics his special study, if any degree of ac
curacy is desired, and the successful work
ers in the laborious fields receive long
prices for their painstaking collations, an
notations and tabulations.
There are numerous pedigree experts of
ihe highest qualifications, but very few of
them care to enter the tedious field where
the catalogue compiler delves, and the
number of really first class men engaged
in the business is surprisingly small. Pre
cedence among them may be easily accord^
ed W. W. Van Sant of Chicago. We
would hardly care to estimate the numte

S__
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jte
Dictator Chief.
•ing and Dolly Smith, Phoebe Wilkes’ dam.
of catalogues which he hasj written during
im. 1velous, doubly >so considering that in spite
Nelson Waterville b s Red Hawk by
kbor Last year, as a four year old, she had been
the last few years.
Considering the labor
?en cof the short turns and uneven stretches a11
all CH
Red Wilke8.
een worked by W. P. Maloney, who gave herr a the
t trio were going as Bmooth as oil, and
involved it is enormous. His pen has been
nd FV C Marshall Belfast bro s Wilkesmont by
Kaiser
employed to set forth the pedigrees of the cup record of 2,24%, but found her a very
ery iin light shoes—Lausanne in 10 oz., Prime
ne George Carville St John g s Speculation.
ling hard mare to manage—wilful, hardi 8 oz , and the other mare in 12 oz, ones,
equine aristocracy at almost all the leading
rd- in
»s.
One-year-old, trotting and pacing—810 ).
»e»
Burleigh Vassalboro b f Kitty Wilkes
farms from Maine to California, and the mouthed, unsteady and generally flighty,
ty. vwhile they were also steady and well be»
by Wilkes.
Jed On commencing with her, Van discarded
t
title pages bearing the legend “Compiled
led haved.
A H & W M Shaw Greenville bro s Albert
ne
H by Warrener.
Idi- the Springsteen bit with which she had
by W. W. Van Sant” are legion. In addi
lad
The lot were shipped to their new home
I S Clark Calais b f Carrie Clark by All So.
ard been driven, put a leather one in her
1
tion to a prodigious memory for names ar.d
aer Wednesday,
Aug, 2, and as we have said,
<L CH Fish Fairfield ch s Orion by Pickeroth mouth, despite assurance that she would
1<
figures and an intimate knowledge of both
ild leave
Van almost disconsolate, and mur«
Tree Stock Farm Gardiner b s Daniel
^an run away so rigged, and commenced caren
familiar and obscure families, Mr. Van
re- muring,
like Macbeth:
“What, all mj Pme
Wilkes by Arrival.
ing fully to gain her confidence.
He had,
p
Sant also has an original way of combining
id, pretty
chickens at one blow!”
About the
he B F & F H Briggs Auburn b s Riven Oak by
Messenger Wilkes.
.ich however, hardly made a beginning, when
ti
and quoting records and blood lines^which
ten time
of the Washington Park meeting he
The Colt Farm Auburn b s Sunset R bv
commands immediate attention, and J has she was taken with distemper, and had to had
h been expecting to cut them loosejand
id
Warrener.
m** be turned out, not being taken up again unbeerThis beTt ""advertiaement] and recom
m- wwas confident that he had material for a George W Snow Lewiston b f Mertie Snow
bv
Bayard Wilkes.
md til June 8. But the two got on famously,
mendationOHanyof hisjinique tables and
Iy. ccouple of*2.20 performers and one good
>d Ralph Foster Canton ch c Meteor.
complilatioils have beenjspecially^prepared
red The mare became tractable, forgot her erf< 2.15, but their exploits are to be made Frank R Hayden Cash’s Corner br s West?r- for
field by Westland,
rce ratic whims, and on the 2nd of July, the
ir other hands and a different section of,
for*the Reviews*andjhave Deen toe source
he in
5t Frank R Hayden Cash’s Corner b s Harnc. , first time she was asked to step along,
tt couttry. However, we look for their
nf « grpflt’arnount of praise| and comment.
ir nshaw by Kaiser.
ig, the
I
2 year old trotters, $150.
T’TheJmenuTpicture of a statistician gen
n- moved an eighth in 18% seconds—a 2.26
p
26 places
to be soon filled by others as good,
’ TG Burleigh, Vassalboro b s St. Patrick by
ed I gait—very handily.
Since then she has
erally is that of a bald-headed, high browed
as T
There is a dearth of trainers in comparison
m
Wilkes.
J
man, with specticles and round shoulders, made speed like a flash of lightning. On
tc the demand, and a man with Van Sant’s A,H W M Shaw Greenville ch f Ouza’luc
)n to
by
Dictator
Chief.
a^absTrTctedTtareTmechanical move me pts
its the 6th she moved an eighth In 17% secp<
c- positive
genius for making speed will not
)t Wm M Roberts Bar Harbor bro f Island Maid
by Dawn R.
ny ODds; on the 9th another in the same time
lo
and a pen behind each ear. To get any
ne long
lack for fast scholars.
His Park
Tree Stock farm Gardiner Fisbei Bov
>p-- over a heavy track; on the 12th. one in 17 Ri
R Ige establishment, we imagine, nay be Pine
idea of Van, hove ver,Ja vision exactly op
by Arrival.
J
id, I seconds, and finally on the 16th inst, an.
posite is necessary—'that o k bright
nt c<
come a widely known one, as it is of a kindd Pine Tree Stock farm Gardiner May Day bv
Arrival.
J J
ol which more are needed, and whose ad* CH
nervous, volatile7"muscular fman, fall of | other in 16% seconds—a 2.10 gait—and
nd of
Nelson Waterville.
>ul this over a very poor half-mile track, on
vj
life, energy and Jgood spirits, and the soul
jn vantages
will be easily'appreciated by own-i- J« W Bigelow Livermore Center b g Johnnie
er ers
which George St. Clair 2.15%, and other
er who have no desire to bear t ie expenses,g , Reb by Rockefeller.
of sociability.
Herley South Gardiner Ethel Nelson.
h of a costly campaigning tour, but would likee
ild
ver
y
I
fl8
t
ones
have
been
trained,
but
which
We have always held that a man could
& FH Briggs Auburn b f Naila by Mes
to place their horses in careful and compe» Bl
senger
Wilkes.
ut no horse ever trotted better than 2.26.
te
tent hands where they can see them inn rThe Colt farm
do nothing relative to ^horses well without
Auburn b c Royce by Warag
their
work.
—
[Clark
’
s
Horse
Review.
5r.
With Mambrino Maid 2.29% Van has th
rener.
haviDg an inbomjlove for] them, and per—-----------------------]Frank R IDvden Cash’s Corner b Miss Edge*
haps’the secret of Van Sant’s^success as, aa i made speed equally remarkable. She is a «■
[da STATE
POMOLOGICAL EXHIBITIONU Fiank
j mark by Edgemark.
year old daughter of Chief, and
”
student of horsejore lies in the fact that he thirteen
'
R Hayden Cash’s Corner br s Gordon
Cummings by Kaiser.
is
been used as a brood mare, having
ig
Fruit growers will bear in mind that the
is himself a thorough horseman.
It is
Wednesday Afternoon, Aug. 30.
■8, |I r used some five foals. Last year she
generally the custom for trainers,} drivers,
ie an
annual autumn fruit and flower exhibition off
3 year olds, trotting. $200.
ie
m
^
8fe
d,
5nd
this
spring
after
she
had
been
in
the
fbi
State
Pomological
society
is
to
be
held
as
i
and owners to deride the people who write
s AH & W M Shaw Greenville blk s Slipperv
Tom b7 Island Chief.
J
?r usual
lD worked
up a bit, Mr. Murphy took her
US1 in connection with the State Fair att
of their horses and the ^average horseman
j
V
r
& Son Skowhegan b s Fairview
I Lewiston- Sept. 5th to 9tn. , The date is early’ MLby
10
back
into
Chicago
to
drive
on
the
road
All
So.
is quite ready to believe that £the man who
e II About three weeks ago she was sert back for the showing of much of the Maine fruits,’ JJ Pifielow Livermore Center b s Norland
drives a quiil in a newspaper office orjelsebut
AV likes by Messenger AArilkes.
^e, growers will Dear in mind that it is theB
where concerning them does net know aa to the farm, at which time it was thought
1 best arrangement that can be made this vear, AV
J D Haley So Gardiner b m May Gift.
li(
.
that
she
could
perhaps>how
a
2.40
gait.
In
an
spavin from the heaves, a Crit Davis bit I
n and govern their actions accordingly. While’ B
1 F & F H Briggs Auburn b g Grenadier by
J
b a* few days after, during which time shee there is never so much satisfaction Jn show-' -r Messenger Wilkes
from a stallion shield, orj^possess the abib
The
Colt farm Auburn b f Dorcas Pratt bv
ing
green
fruit,
yet
no
one
should
hold
back
1
L0
barely teen shod and balanced up, aa on
on that account. So, too, the fruit crop is‘ c Stamboul.
J
ity to discriminatejbet ween a 3 00 and 2.10
of gentlemen being at (the farm, herir light, but there is always fruit enough for, C W Morse Bangor b g Milton C by Constel
gait without a]watch in his hand. But inn party
1
lation.
J
if growers will but bring them out. p
ie rname was mentioned, and Van declared hee specimens
Van Sant the most prejudiced would| be
R Hayden Cash’s Corner ch s DelanThe floral department of the exhibition has‘ Frank
r
Is cCOU1A step her a 2.30 gait, and a wager re-. me
increased in importance from year to year, F wood by Allandorr.
obliged to admit of an exception to this
K Hayden Cash’s Corner o m Ran
lg Psuiting, he brought her out and drove her and has formed an attractive feature of the’ rFrank
rule. As a practical horseman he is as
hall. This early date will be favorable to this R some by Edgemark.
Since shee cla&s
cla of exhibits. With the many amateur, Ralph
Foster Canton b m Eldora.
'
muchjout of the ordinary run as he is inQ an
® eighth at an even 2.20 rate.
2.31 class, trotting; purse $400.
•s I has
trotted one in 17 seconds—a 2.16 gait—_ cultivators now in the state this department
the field of horse statistics. and while it is
*
should
be better than ever.
G
G^?rgei ? Kb™168 Harmony blk s uudge
and
this
with
about
ten
days
’
work
all
told,
S
r
J
not generally known, he can condition, de,
The exhibitions of this society are a me deli
Franklin by Dr Franklin.
11 for speed.
nd
n the method and order of their arrangemen t &
£ W EUis Ellsworth ch g Lord by Satin.
velop, and get up and steer a trotter as well
as well as in the systematic manner in which
£ool?r & Son Skowhegan g m Combine
Lausanne, the last of tha trio, is a fourr their
the work is carried on, and they afford an
as he cm tabulate and extend a pedigree.5.
by Combination.
old filly by Phallas 2.13%, out of ohject lesson which county and local societiest AV D Haley South Gardiner b s Haley by Neh
Van, as he is familiarly known, cimee pear
I
son.
may well profit by. Every class should be,
E. 2,28 by Swigert. and was pur-- wel
from the east to Chicago a few years ago, Laura
I
well filled.
P
Peter Can-^ll St Stephen N B b gHarold Mb?
A Dr FraDklin
by Mr. Van Sant of S, H. Wheelerr
we believe from Philadelphia.
While a chased
c
AR Buck Orland rs g Ansil W by Ilarbing.
denizen of the Quaker City he followed hiss last winter for $500, previous to which1
ENTRIES FOR BANGOR RACES.
natural bent for horse flesh and trained andd time she was never worked for Epeed1
A R Buck Orland b m Camille by HarbingFoillowing are the entries for the Eastern
the winter and spring she wass
drove a number of g)od ones, and markedd During
F
Maine Fair races at Bangor,August 29, 30 and G C Moses Bath b m Princes Eboli by Don
steadily and was not asked to exCarlos.
several below 2 30, Among those he hadd jogged
B
eptember
1:
t
.
tend
herself
until
May
13,
when
her
best
CPt
The Colt Farm Auburn brs Calcalli by Rocke*
at different' times were the two fast daugh- tc
feller.
J
Tuesday Afternoon, Aueuit S9.
was 25 seconds—a 3.20 gait. The
ters of Argyle, Lady of Lyons 2.21% andd eighth
ei
George R Palmer East Dover b m Lady
Three
mmuite
class,
trottine;
pur-e
$300
s
fiist
time
she
was
asked
to
go
a
mile
she
ni
Franklin
by
Franklin.
Fiction 2.24J4, together with numerous A
5 H M Bean Camden b g Veni Vica by Prophet- E P Dearborn South Newburg b m Dotty D
in 2.59, and repeated in 2 52%; the! A
others which we might mention. On com-. trotted
t*
by Von L.
J
A IH & W W Shaw Greenville b m Fanny
Howell
by Bourbon Wilkes.
C H Nelson AVaterville blk s Dazzle by Dic
in 2 49% and 2.3Q%: and the thirdI
H
ing west he devoted himself seriously to0 next
ni
tator
Chief.
J
Birch
Grove
Farm
Monroe
b
m
Sharpness
bv
his compilation and since then has donee time in 2.50, 2,39% and 2.31%. On July
Hatto.
J A R Buck Orland blk s Harmoun by Watch«
s 4 she was again worked in 2.31%, and camej A W Ellis Ellsworth bro g Bonny by Lexingmaker.
very little work with the ribbons. Thisp
tOD,
class, trotting, $300.
summer, however, during the “slack” tne
tc laet eighth in 17 seconds—a 2.16 clip. M T Pooler & Son Skowhegan b m Ella Stan- H 2B37Connors
Pittsfield b g Jack] Wyman bv
le by Redwood.
period in the catalogue business, he has re-_ On
0 the 16th she stepped three miles, withHaroldmont.
*
J
ley
Dustin Bangor bro s Prince Almont H M Bean Camden b m Kolula by Constellaa
Cha
turned to his first love, 'and having some3 out
01 being called on, in 2.40%, 2 31% andt Charles
by Whalebone Knox.
tion.
MMB
the last eighth of the last mile at at g
C Edwaids Fairfield b s St Ives by Harbin- James AV Currie Bedford Basin'N~S b m Tonmonths since rented the Murphy Farm atI 2.29%,
2GC
g<
sey’s Baby by Allie Clay.
1
ger.
Park Ridge, is now well established therea 2.12
2- gait.
Tree Stock Farm Gardiner br s Cedric J C Horne Waterville blk g George H by
During all the spring ;Prime and Mam. Pine
’by
bj Black
with some fifteen or twenty youngstersb
Harbinger.
Pilot.
which he has been schooling, with, it mustt brino
bi
Maid had been (for sale, and so ad- Pine
Pin' Tree Stock Farm Gardmer b s Bellville J G AValker Bangor b g J immie AV by Fear
naught.
by Epaulette.
be confessed, astonishing success.
Ourr vertised,
ve
at $1,000 each. On the 16th all C
T Page Orono blk g Orono Boy by Island G C Edwards Fairfield b s’ George Rolfe by
CT
Ascot.
1
frontispiece this week portrays three mares3 three
th
Chief.
of the mares were seen in their work
^gC Wentworth Clinton b s Greenwood by Chas Dustin BaDgor br m Jennie Rolfe by
which have been his most promising pupilsj by
bj a couple of gentlemen from the south- G
Young Rolfe.
1
Greenfield.
—Prime 2.24%, Mambnno Maid 2.29%,, west,
Wl
who, keen judges of horse flesh, had C H Nelson Waterville b s Cadillac by Nel- C
c M Johnson St John N B ch nHRoee L bv
Olympus.
J
Nelson.
and Lausanne, a young daughter of Phallasj been
be making the grounds of all the promi- c
C so
H Nelson Waterville b m Thresa by Nel- C
c G Andrews Bangor b m Rosa Victor bv
2.13%—but which he is now mourning the» I nent
ne farms, but so far had seen nothing
Victor.
7
son.
loss of, not as is usually the case with aI which
wl
suited them. On the 17th the three C H Nelson Waterville b m Lucy Nelson by A R Buck Orland b m Camille by Harbinger.
Nelson.
AA R Buck Orlandjbk 8 Harmoun by AVatchtrainer when he loses some of his horses,, mares
m
had become their property, Prime The
The Colt Farm Auburn b k f Leola by Rocke
maker,
fe
NN AV Weston Skowhegan ch m Mollie C by
through his own fault, but because he didII| and
an Mambrino Maid at $1,600 each and , feller.
Young Dingo.
J
George W Leavitt b s Pembroke by Jay Bird.
too well with them.
I Li
Lausanne at $1,500, while they also pur- wi
W D Blethen Dover ch g Amber by Pres- E P Dearborn South Newburg ch g DalrymI chased
ch
cott,
]
of
Mr.
Van
Sant
a
three
year
old
co
C H Nehon AVatervili?bff s Dazzle by Diet
Prime and Mambrino Maid were the
Frank R Hayden Cash’s Corner b s Royal •
property of Jas. A. Murphy of Chicago, filly called Ida Palmer by Patronage and
Boon by Daniel Boon.
1tator Chief.
I out of Flirt (Alix’ grandam) making her
2‘
CH Nelson Waterville br m'Theresa by
2,27 class, trottfng; purse $400.
owner of the Murphy Farm, where HamJ
a sister of the champion four year H
H M
A Lowe Fairfield ch m Hallie by Har- FrNelson.
bletonian Wilkes, sire of the sensational almost
a1
Frank
R Hayden Cash’s Corner br s El Tribinger.
|bizond
old.
bi
by
Stamboul.
Phoebe Wilkes 2.12%, etc., haB lorded itJ|
MT
M T Pooler Skowhegan b g Grover Cleveland Fr
Frank
R Hayden Cash’s] Corner b m Flora F
y by Sorrento.
for several years. Last winter Mr. Murphy
The record of Van’s success with these Fby
b^ Redwood.
E
H
Nealley
Monroe
g
m
Hipponna
by
Gray
E
Et H Greelv Ellsworth b s Vinal Haven by
determined to retire from the breeding th;
three mares—the amount of speed which
d
Dan,
Jake Patchen.
J
business, and after disposing of a part of he has made with them in an almost in- B H
F Demerest Baltimore Md ro g Edge- wood
by
Tom
Rogers.
his stud placed the remainder in Van Sant’s cri
credibly short space of time, and their sale A N Pierce Bangor b g Elgin by Lothair
hands for sale. This spring, when the lat- at greatly advanced prices—is the story of
Jr
Jr,
T Stackpole Gardmer ch s Cunard
in the trainer’s art of which any Charles
C j*1
ter moved out to the farm, he placed Bev- a triumph
t
Jr
of established name might be proud. B F by Cunard.
eral with him to be worked up specially in I driver
dri
B F & F H Briggs Auburn br s Gene Briggs
view of this sale, among which was the first | Considering
Co
his advantages and the pheby Messenger Wilkes.
C
H Nelson Waterville b m Brenda by
of the trio, Prime, a five year old daughter J nomenally
no
slow track which he has had to
Nelson.
of Primo, a son of Hambletonian Wilkes, work
wo over, the result is little] short of ma CH
C H Nelson Waterville b m Dora May by I

TURF, FARM AND HOME.
B F & F H Brings Auburn br m Sadie L by
Young Rolfe.
A Gibson Brooklyn N S brm by Allright.
U G Andrews b s Broadway by Robert
Smith.
2.28 trotters, 2.30 pacers, $300.
C L Grant & Co York Village 'Nellie Hast
ings b m by Ned Hastings.
R H Coombs Belfast I C ch m. by Gilbert
Knox.
F H Wiggin Etna Gould Boy b g by Amber.
E II Neady Monroe Hipponna g m by Grey
Dan.
BJl Demorest, Baltimore, Md., ro g Edge
C A Crockett Rockland Little Blanche g m.
wood by Tom Rogers.
T>
B H Demorest, Baltimore, Md., b g Bay C H Donald Milo George E b g by Island
Chief
State MorgaD, by Sherman Morgan.
G R Ellis Belfast Westbrook b s by Elm
B H Demorest, Baltimore, Md, bs B H D.
brook.
Charks D Stackpole, Gardiner, ch s Venture
W S Twombly Dexter Me Colonel T br g by
byCunardJr.
Aroostook Bov.
Wm. Gregg, Andover, br m Gypsy M by
B H Demorest Baltimore Md b 8 B H D by—
CH Nelson, Waterville, b g Fred Wilkes by Chas T Stackpole Gardiner ch s Venture by
Cunard Jr.
ilk e8.
C H Neison , Waterville, ch s Cylex by Nel- Chas T Stackpole Gai diner ch 8 Cunard Jr by
Cunard.
Frnnk R Hayden, Cash’s Corner, br s Henry E P Dearborn South Newburg b g Ben Hur
by Jasper.
Wilkes, by Conn’s Harry Wilkes.
Wm Gregg Andover br m Gypsy M by Mac
George Carville, St. John, g s Speculation.
beth.
Thursday Afternoon, Aug. 31,
C H Nelson Waterville bk s Ellsworth by
Dictator Chief.
2 45 class, trottiDg; purse $250.
A H & W M Shaw Greenville b m Fanny C H Nelson Waterville b s Red Hawk by Red
il kc s»
Howeli by Bourbon Wilkes.
Birch Grove Farm Monroe b m Sharpness bv C H Nelson Waterville b m DoVa May by
Dictator Chief.
Charles Dustin Bangor br na Jennie Rolfe by W C Marshall Belfast b s Ilaroldson by Pres
cott.
Young Rolfe.
. „r.n
W I French North Anson b 8 Johnnie W likes
Friday Afternoon, Sept. 1.
2 48, trotteis, 2 50,’pacers; purse $200.
W^^M Page Bangor g g Grey|[Eagle by
F F Moulton Blue Hills Falls b s Tom Gid
B^V^Doble Jr Milo g s Von Gideon by
eon by Houtlin.
L. Leighton Exeter, b g Willie C by Van
Chances,
„ .
v tv r
derbilt.
Pine Tree Stock Farm Gardiner b si a L by
Birch
Grove farm Monroe Sharpness by HatNelson.
_
, ,
to,
Dr C Small Lincoln br s Adam Forepaugh by
M
T
Pooler
& Son Skowliehan b m Ella Stan Day Dawn.
T.
ley by Redwood.
N W Weston Skowhegan b s Tom Diew by
G C Edwards Fairfield h g NedtH.
Young Dingo.
, ,ti,
Pine Tree Stock farm, Gardiner b s Henry P.
GC Moses Bath b s Brimhill by Viking .
Hby William M RyEdyk.
B F & F H Briggs Auburn b g Jim Gray.
Thomas
McAloon Bangor ro g Charlie Dans
The Coll Farm AJburnbg N&rcus by Mess
forth by Fred Lothair.
senger Wilkes.
C H Donald Milo b g George E by Island
Frank R Hayden Cash s Corner br s El
Chief.
Tnbizond by Stamboul. alt?
W
U Marshal Belfast b s Nelsoner by Nel
Charles Wentworth Clinton b s Greenwood
son.
by Greenfield.
Spauidirg & Ingraham West Rockport g s
2 34 Class Trotting, $300.
Cashier by Nelson.
H B Connors PRtfcfield Diana ch m by Har Alton Sawyer Gardiner g m Jennie S by Ken
nebec Boy
binger.
_
,
.
E H Greeley Ellsworth Hyronimous br s by C H Nelson Waterville ch s Parker by Nel
son.
A W Ems Ellsworth Falls Dr Lord ch g by C II Nelson Waterville br m Theiesa by Nel
son.
G U Edwards Fairfield Georce Rolfe b s by G W Leavitt Pembroke b s Jane Ayer by
Rhomer.
Ascot
F H Berry Rockland Dixmcnt ch g by Olym- Rdph Foster Canton ch s Ellsmere.
2 40 class, trotting—purse $250.
Welling on Albion Combination g s by H M Bean Camden b m Kalula by Consola
Gideon.
* * -kj F G Lancaster Bangor Conklin b s by. Nel- Wtion
A B b ier Richmond bro s Berj Franklin
by D» ctor Franklin
C^I Johnson St John N B uh m Rose L by Birch
Grove Farm MoDroe b 8 Tidemark by
Olyumps
3.I.C
k
UrVictor Von Bismsrk
Peter Carrol St Stephen b g Harold M by Cha* Du&tin Bangorb s Lucky Nelson by
Dr. Franklin.
Harbinger
A R Buck Orlund ro g AnsilW by Harbinger. Chas Du-tin Bangor b m Jennie Rolfe by
A R Buck Orland Camille by Harbinger.
Young
Rolfe
A R Buck Orland blk s Harmon by Watch- C M Johnson
St John ch m Rjse L by Olym
pus
WE^raithE Exeter tb g Clevelard Boy
L C Morse Liberty ch m Adtlaide
by Lothair Jr.<
H.f.b PiW Lyman Leighton Exeter br s Trenton by
N W Weston Skowhegan ch m Mollie C by
Cornell
Young Dirigo.
N H Weston Skowhegan b s Tom Drew by
C H Nelion Waterville br m Theresa by NelYoung Dirigo
The Colt Farm Auburn bk m Leola by Rock
CHNe's n Waterville br g Trust by Nel
efeller
U H Nelson Watervi le b s Cadilac bv Nelson.
son.
|
C
II Nelson Waterville b m Lucy Nelson by
3-minuie class; guaranteed stakes, $500
Nelson
Charles Dustin Bangorj Prince Almont br s C H Nelson Waterville g m Polly Nelson by
Nelson
bv Whalebone Knox*
C T Page Orono Orono Boy blk g by Island W D Blethen Dover ch g Amber by Prescott
Frank R Hayden Cash’s Corner, br s El TnbChief.
,
„ _
. . tt
W G Reynolds Winslow St Ives b s by Harizmond by Stamb >uI
Frank R Hayden Cash’s Corner b m Flora F
Frank6R Hayden Cash’s Corner Royal Boone
by Sorerto
b s by Daniel Boone.
U ■‘ * * •**
2.15 class, trotting; purse $1000.
H M Bean Camden Veni Vici b g by Prophet
Dr. T N Drake Pittsfield r 8 Early Bird by
Wilkes.
,
Jay Bird.
Pine Tree Stock Farm Gardiner Cedric br s
M
T Pooler & Son Skowhegan blk s Mahlon
by Black Pilot.
by
Alcantara.
A N Pierce Bangor uaywood ch g by Von
M T Pooler & Son Skowhegan br 8 All So by
Helmont.
Blackwood Jr.
E J Lawrence Fairfield George H bk g by Pine Tree Stock Farm Gardiner b g Stanley
Harbinger.
by Venture Bcone.
M T Pooler & Son Skowhegan b g Carl Red G C Moses Bath b s Otis Shaw by Don
wood by Redwood.
Carlos.
CII Nelson Wateiville b m Amber by Nels B H Demerest Baltimore Md g g Charlie C
Sam Purdy.
GW* Leavitt Pembroke b s Pembroke by Jay B by
H Demorest Baltimore Md. bg J B Rich
Bird.
ardson, by George Wilkes.
B H Demorest Baltimore Md b m Reality by
Reliance.
2.20 class, pacing; purse $250.
E B Melvin Bouth Exeter br s Ervm M by
Lothair Jr.
Pine Tree Stock Farm Gardiner b g John.
B H Demorest Baltimore Md b m Fanny B.
B H Demorest Baltimore Md b s Chief Thorn
by Hawthorne.
Charles T Stackpole Gardiner ch s Venture
by Cunard Jr.
Frank R Hayden Cash’s Corner br 8 Henry
Wilkes by Conn’s Harry Wilkes.

2.23 trotters, 2.25 pacers—Purse $500.
Sutton Stock Farm, Orono, bg Lazy Jim by
Lothair Jr.
.
E B Melvin, South Exeter, br s Eryin M. by
Lothair Jr.
, ,
.
M T Pooler & Sod, Skowhegan, bik s Mahlon
by Alcantara.
F H Berry, Rockland, b g Otto by Omaha
Walter G Morrill, Pittsfield, b g St. .Law
rence by Grey Dan.
.
H B Tozier, Gardiner, blk m Bird by Star-

COUNTY FAIR1
Livermore Falls, Aug. 22.
The annual fair of the Androscoggin Coun\
ty Agricultural Society opened here today.
The ram of Monday made the track rather
heavy, but hard work with the harrow and
brush put it in fair condition for the races.
There was a good attendance.
At 10 o’clock’ the examination of neat

3

stock, sheep and swine. This was followed when a crowd is rarely expected anyhowby the examination of poultry, agricultural Frank B. Walker started the field, and did his
well, even with the unruly lot that tried
implements, carts, carriages, etc. The exhi work
to exhibit 2.17 trotting. The judges were J.
bitions m all the departments were unually A. Langworthy of Aurora,' Ill, Thomas
Greenwood of New York and Henry L. Dick*
good.
inson of this city.
Bib The races were called promptly at two ■Summaries:
o’clock, the track being about two second!
2.17_class, trotting; purse $1500,
slow in the estimation of good judges.
Fannv Wilcox bjm by Jerome
Ths 2 27 class was first called and four
Eddy dam Evemontby Pied
horses drew positions as follows: Calcalli,
mont
1 1 7 9 7 1
Gene Briggs, Walter D. and Currier. The Caprice b m by Kentucky
race was won in straight heats by Gene
Wilkes dam Betty Adams by
Briggs with Walter D. a good second- The
Almont
592112
tun maiy :
Zembia b m by King Almont
dam Minnie Helen by Amer
2 27 class; purse $200,
ican Boy
7 7 1^2 3 3
Gene Briggs br s by Messenger
323 83 ro
Wilkes
111 Clara Dbm
63865 ro
Walter D ch s
2 2 3 Jesse Hanson bg
96444 ro
Currier br s
3 3 2 Lightning bm
88676 ro
Calcalli br s
4 4 4 Delmar bs
SJchg
4545
dr
Three
Jennie
Wilkes
b
m
2 4 9 3 dis
Time
Quarter. Half Quarter Mile
First heat 37%
1 15
1 53
230 Time—2.15, 2,16, 2.16%, 2,18, 2,21%, 2,21,
Second “
37%
1 14%
1 51%
228 2,20 class, pacing; purse $1000,
Third “
37
1 13
1 51
228Hal Braden b s by Tom Hal dam
The 2 36 class was also captured by theBriggs’
Kate Braden by Bay Tome
111
3 2 2
stable, the brown mare Sadie L full sister to Berkshire Courier b s
2 5 4
Nelson 2 09 winning handily in straight heats Merry Legs b m
Patrol b g
5 4 3
and putting another 2 30 performer to the Maud P g m
4 3-5
credit of her sire Young Rolfe.
Gold Beater ch s
6 dis
The horses drew positions as follows: Cap
lime—2,15, 2,15, 2,15,
tain Wedgewood, Sadie L., Black Max,
2.40 class, trottiDg, twc-vear*olds; purse
George Rolfe, Banquo and Prince Fear $1090,
naught.
Director’s Flower b f by Direct, r dam
2 36 class, purse $125.
Bunflower by Elmo
13 1
Altoner b c by Sphinx
t3 13
Sadie L br m by Young Rolfe, dam
Red
Bud
ch
c
2 2 2
Gretchen by Gideon
111
4 4 4
Black Max blk s
2 2 2 Chris Lang be
dis.
Prmce Fearnaught blks s
4 3 3 Prince Lavalard g c
Captain Wedgewood blk s
3 4 4
l'ime-2,26^, 2,26%, 2,24%,
,, George Rolfe b 8
5 5 5
Heavy Track at Bethel.
Banquo b g
dis
Time
Quarter Half Three Quarters Mile
Bethel, Aug. 22.
Owing ti mud on the track the trotting
First heat 38 1 14%
1 52%
2 30
at Riverside Park was , postponed till
Sec. heat
38 1 13%
1 53%
2 31
Wednesday. The ball game between the
Third heat 39 1 15
1 54
232%
Bethels
Berlins resulted 11 to 6 in favor
For the loals of 1892 four fine yearlings ap of Be hwand
l.
peared and drew positions as follows : Sunset,
No Race* at Bath.
Linwood, Ri/en Oak Monet. Linwood had
Bath. Aug. 22.
the speed and won in two straight heats.
Races at the Baih Driving Park to have oc
The summary:
curred today and tomorrow were given up
Stake for foals of 1892.
owing to lack of entries. Secretary Brown
Linwood ch s bv Maine Prince
1 1 saj s arrangements are being made for occa^
Sunset b c by Warrener
’
2 2 sional meets for foot ball and athletic sports.
Riven Oak b c by Messenger Wilkes
3 3
Monet ch s by Tne Seer
4 4
A pers >n is prematurely old when baldness
Time.
Quarter.
Half.
First heat
43%
1.27
occurs before the forty-filth year. Use Hall’s
Second heat
45
1 27%
Hair Renewer to kesp the scalp healthy and
Isaiah Pompillv of Auburn was starting prevent baldness.
judge.
Be sure to put a box of Ayer’s Pills in your RACES AT WEST CUMBERLAND.
satchel before traveling, either by land or sea.
You will find them convenient, elllcacious
West Cumberland, Au/ust 22.
and safe. The best remedy for costiveness,
The annual fair of the Cumberland Farm
indigestion and sick headache, and adapted to ers’ club began today. Following are the
any climate,
summaries of the races:
Three minute class purse $100.
Ned Rollins
32 2 2 1 1 1
[SPRINGFIELD CIRCUIT RACES. Susie brm <
6113444
Harraseeket
87 6 1 3 3 3
Babe Lchg
1688222
Springfield, August 22,
Geo M br g
55 7 7 7
Graud circuit racing opened today at Hamp- Harry K b s
28 5 5 6
Chebtnut
Jim
ch
g
4
3 3 6 5
d3n Park under perfect conditions, barring a
74 5 4 3
trifle heaviness in the going. The rain had Synder ch g
packed the roadbed, but this track is one of 2 45%(e22467%’2 4584’ 2 45y2’ 24!% 2 44*’
the s >ft ones of the country and the surface
held a lot of surplus water. The weather was
Three year old colts purse $50.
just right, a mild breeze relieving a rather Daisy Knox I P Woodbury
1 1
warm day.;
Harvard; P Kane
2 3
The racing began somewhat raggedly with Little Pete C P Graffam
3 2
4 4
a bad,acting field in the 2.17 trot. Nine of Gardiner Wilkes L P Hawkins
Time,
2
56%.
2
58%.
them were out for the money, Jesse Hanson
an overwhelming favorite, with Clara D and
Fannie Wilcox as very ordinary secondsOUTLOOK FOR 1894
Fannie Wilcox outlasted the field and won
after six hotly contested heats.
Director’s Flower did her customaryjimmy
Secretary Twitchell tor the Trustees for
in the second heat of the colt race, breaking the Maine State Fair, makes the following
up a straight two^heat victory, but remained announcement for guaranteed stakes and
the unconquered two year old of the year* stake racing for 1894 :
of1893
$400
The first and third heats were but processions Trotting foals
“
‘* 1892
500
from wire to wire for the filly. She had a
“
“
“ 1891
600
commanding lead in the second at the flag,
“
“
“ 1890
700
when a dancing fit struck her, and Altoner
Trotting Stake Race, horses eligible to 2.35
nipped her at the wire.
class, May 1, $300.
Hal Braden started in a shuGout favorite
Trotting Stake Race, horses eligible to 2.30
m the 2 20 pacing class, the field being hardly class, May 1 $300.
thought worth a notice. He was slow getting
Trotting Stake Race, horses eligible to 2.20
his gait in the first heat, allowing Merry Legs class, May 1, $500.
and Maud P. to get in front. ^On the backPacing Stake Race, horse3 eligible to 2,50
stretch Geers made him hustle, and the way class, May 1, $300.
hd lost the crowd was a caution. He led into
Pacing Stake Race, horses eligible to 2.35
the homestretch by a couple of lengths and class, May 1, $300.
won the heat under a loose rein without a
Payments in Colt Stakes.
All entries close April 1, second payment
whimper. He had only to [repeat the trick
two more times to get first money, doing his May 1, third payment July 1,
Payments in stake races on the first of May*
three heats with apparent ease in 2.15 flat
June and July,
each trip.
National rules to govern. Horses and colts
The attendance was good for a first day,
to be named at first payment.
Horses and colts distancing the field will
The Chinese pay their doctor only so long
as he keeps them in health. They belieye in take only first money.
Total payments will be five per cent, o
preventing rather than curing disease. This
is sound sense and one of the strongest rec guarantee in every class,
The judges reserve right to return fees if
omendations of Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, a medi
cine which not on only cures diseases but pre entries in any class fail to fill to their satisa
faction,
sent them.
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ef
The mares are bearing off the chiei
n.
honors of the turf this season thus far.
tie
Hulda 2.08% is the brightest star witn the
'• two Nightingales 2.10%, Pixley 2.11%,
Harrietta 2.11%, Fantasy 3, 2.15, Muta
id
Wilkes 2 12. Hazel Wilkes 2,11% and
ie
Phoebe Wilkes 2.12% close up.
A1J the
jf
season’s age records witn the exception of
38
Jay Hawker 3, 2 14%, are held by mares
and f nies.

if. IM HI.
------- AND-------

MAINE HORSE BREEDERS' WHIE.
Consolidated April 20tli, 1892.

AND

HOME

mented roof to protect trom suu ur show*
**
ers. The seating capacity will be 6,600
JO
jr
chairs. There will also be seats on either
ty
side that will afford a solid seating capacity
for 10,000 spectators, and the cost of the
stand and equipments will be about $22,*
’*
000.
With Rigby Park and the Old Orchard
kite Maine is as well fixed for raeng
)g
purposes as a state need be.

* ♦ * *
The entries for the races at the Eastern
•n
PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAYr Maine Fair at Bangor, which will be found
id
elsewhere, give promise of a great weekk
of sport. The Eastern Maine Fair is onlyy
exceeded in interest and importance by the
ie
TERMS.—-82.00 pei year in advance. Pro Maine State Fair at Lewiston, and this
is
portion ate terms for three or six months.
f year’s fair promises to be better than ever,r'
[Specialoffer \for a Few weeks,the TURF, FARM

AND HOME will be sent to new subscribers and
to old subscribers paying past indebtedness andI
one year in advance, at the rate ofl&l.QO, payable3
in advance 1
Newspaper JLIeclslons.

1. Any person who takes a paper regularly
from the office—whether directed to his name
or another’s, or w hether he has subscribed or■
not—is responsible for the payment.
2. If a person orders his paper discon.
tinued he must pay all arrearages, or the'
publisher may continue to send it until pay
ment is made and collect the whole amount,,
whether the paper is taken from the officei
or not.
The courts have decided that refusing to
take newspapers and periodicals from the'
office, or removing and leaving them un
called for, is prma facie evidence of fraud.

♦ * * *

Roy Wilkes, the ten year old son of
if
Adrian Wilkes, paced the first heat of thee
free for all pace at Fort Wayne, August!t
19, in 2.06%, and thereby assumed thee
crown as the winner of the fastest mile everr
made by a stallion in a regular race. Hee
did not win the race however, for afterr
taking the first two heats iu 2.06% andd
2.08%, his ailing leg began to trouble himQ
on the bard clay track and Prima Donna,b
by Betterton took it in three straight, best
time 2.11.
* * * *

EDITORIAL AND PUBLICATION OFFICE,

Rigby Parle.

No. 3 Court St., Auburn, Me.

It is very evident that in Rigby Parkk
Maine has a race course which will bearr
comparison with the best mile rings in thee
country. The fast miles which the greatt
Nelson has made over it in the last fewv
weeks have proved that beyond question.
When Nelson lowered bis record to 2.09
over the track it was not fully finished and
so heavy from over sprinkling that it was
8
pronounced by good judges who carefully
*
inspected it after the trial to be at leaet
from two to two and a half seconds slow.
Since then Seth Griffio, the builder of the
track, has planed and smoothed it with bis
track machine until it is apparently as levelI
as a billiard table and in every sense a par
lor track that is not surpassed by any in1
the country and horsemen who have seen3
them all say it is unequalled. “It is Terre5
Haute or better,” said Allen Lowe, the wellI
known horseman and specialist on horse3
news for leading papers and that was his3
comment about a month ago when it wasj
considerably behind its present conditions,
The first meeting of importance over the»
new track will be held for four days begin.
ning Tuesday, Oct. 3 and continuing untilI
Friday, Oct, 6. For this meeting the fol
lowing libera) nurses are offered :

Subscribers may remit bv mail at our ris k,
if the letter be registered, or if money order
or draft, pavable to us, is endorsed.
Address THE TURF, FARM AND HOME,
Auburn, Maine,

This Paper is unexcelled as an Advertising
(tedium for reaching the breeders and horsenen of the New England and Middle States
md the Maritime Provinces.
Liberal terms to parties willing to form
clubs of new subscribers are made known on
application.
Entered at the Post Office at Auburn Me.,
As second class mail matter.

Auburn, Me., Friday, August 25

It takes a horse in prime condition to
win money in these days of speed.
* * * *
The change of the date of the horse
show at the World’s Fair from August 21
to October 16 is a good one for Maine
breeders. Now they should take advant
age of it to show their stock.
* * * •
The fact that Martha Wilkes has not
done much better in the hands of Budd
Doble than she did with Bard Palmer would
seem to indicate that the trouble lies with
the mare this year and not with Palmer.

*

♦ * *

The man who does not want to give his
horse a low record must keep away from
the race tracks in these days of planed road
beds, bike sulkies and aluminum shoes
backed up as they are by the prevailing
sentiments against the suppression of time,

♦ * * ♦
The Horse World:
In placing his
resord at 2.09 last week, the Maine stallion
Nelson demonstrated that he is a sure can
didate for the stallion championship. Neb
son is individually one of the best of the
very fast trotters. He is grandly gaited,
and has shown t^iat he can race, and if he
succeeds in securing the championship he
will indeed be a champion in every sense
of the word.
* * * *
We have received a copy of “Horses of
Windsor County and the History of the
Windsor County Fair,” by Allen W.
Thopsmon of Woodstock, Vt. The book
is a valuable contribution to the history of
Vermont horses, giving as it does the facts
regarding the different families of Ver
mont horses, the races at the different fairs,
the breeding of the winners, and of the
premium horses, and many other things of
interest, including a history of George
Wilkes 519. The book is illustrated.

TRACK AND STABLE

------------)r
Nelson has gone to St. John, N. B , for
the big fair co be held there this week, and
ld
bis owner recewes $2,000 for exhibiting
him and making an attempt to beat his rec«
-®
ord. The track there is a half mile course
ie
ie
but a good one. Nelson has held for some
.Q
years the champion half mile track record
of the world 2.11%.
The mile made by Nelson at Rigby Parkk
the other day 2.09 is the fastest mile ever
trotted by a stallion in New England andd
the fastest mile ever trotted in New Eng-r.
land with the single exception of that milee
by Nancy Hanks on the same day at Mystic Park, Boston, 2.08%. It was the firstt
time the little mare has been started this18
season.
Whether she will eclipse her,r
wonderful record of last year 2.04 remainsa
to be Been,
She is still young and herir
friends lock upon her as the coming two0
minute horse.
Mr. P. Lenuoa, the farrier, and Mr. J,'
Mulhern have matched two three year olds8
and put up the money for a race at Rigbyv
Park the last day of the present month.
Lizzie Borden is the strange name of aa
handsome black mare recently purchased
by 3£r. George Rose. The sire was Dann
Wilkes, a sire of George Wilkes Jr., andd
the dam of Cora F. 2.24%, formerly ownedd
in Portland by the late Joseph Sawyer, andd
known as Lady Gilbert.
Negotiations have been going on for aa
race between Nelson and Nancy Hanke8
over Rigby Park. Mr. Nelson was willing?
to back his horse for $5,000 but the wealthyF
Boston owner of the Queen of the Turff
wants to make it for $10,000. It wouldj
make the greatest race ever trotted in thisg
country.
If Nancy Hanks makes the two minute8
record it will probably be done this season,
She Is now seven years old and it is under.
stood that next season she is to be with-_
drawn from the turf and mated with the2
colt champion of the world, Arion, also“
owned by Mr. J. Malcomb Forbes.

NAMES CLAIMED.

Tuesday, October 3-

2.40 trotting race; purse $600.
2.27 trotting race; purse $600.
2.20 trotting race; purse $600.
Wednesday, October 4.

Nelson starts to lower stallion record.
2.24 trotting race; purse $600.
2.14 pacing race; purse $800,
Thursday, October 5.

2.18 trotting race; purse $600.
2.30 pacing race ; purse $600.
2.35 trotting race, purse $600.
Friday, October 6.

2.30 trotting race; purse $600.
2.20 pacing race; purse $600.
2.15 trotting race; purse $800.
Entrance, 5 per cent; an additional 5 per
cent from winners. Best three in five; old1
distances to govern.
These purses should attract the best;
horses in this part of the country and the,
aggregation of fast horses which is sure to
be there, with the prime attraction of Nel
son’s go against the watch, should and
doubtless will, draw a large crowd of spec
tators.
The track will be fitted in every way to
accommodate both the horsemen and their
horses, and the spectators. Work has be
gun on the new and fourth stable on the
ground and ground has been broken for
the grand stand. The new stable is a shed
stalls, 1,000 feet in length ani will have
100 stalls ten feet wide. This will give the
track a total equipment of 220 staL .
The grand stand is to be double storied
of pleasing architectural design, great
strength and will be 200 feet in length by
0 feet in depth, surmounted by an orna

Ida May; dark bay filly, black pointe,
’
foaled July 5, forty inches when foaled;’
sixed by Rocomeco No. 2.407, by Gen,'
Withers 1157, 2,30%. Ida May’s first dami
Emma Laurence by St. Lawrence; secondI
dam Kate Mitchell, by Gen. Knox.
H. S. Mitchell,
Washington, Me.
——————_______
FEEDING HOUSES.
Give Them More Nitrogenous Food and
Less Corn—Work Horses.

One
finest draft horses in the
streets of English cities. Those equine
monsters, the brewers’ horses, black as
coal, sleek and spirited, are strong
enough to walk off with ease with a load
of six or seven tons. The solid food of
these giants of their race mainly consists
of crushed oats or barley and beans, with
sheaves of green barley and tares, in addi
tion to the accustomed hay. Sometimes
bread is given and eaten with avidity,
and on Sundays a mash having a dozen
eggs in it, as a sweet morsel, in addition
to the regular food. This is an excellent
thing for the skin, and the coat glistens
like satin under this kind of feeding.
These horses have the advantage of the
richest kind of diet in their beans. These
contain as much nitrogen as lean beef,
and for the restoration of wasted muscle
caused by hard work the nitrogenous
elements of food are specially useful. We
have no such food for our horses on this
side of the world. Our climate seems to
be unfavorable for the growth of the
crop, but we have a substitute almost
nreciselv constituted ip the (Iried brew-

ers’grains that have recently cornu into
the market.. Peas Lave nearly the same
composition as beans and might be used
as a substitute for them, but the southern cow pea is a bean, and the soja bean,
close related, is equally rich in this needed nitrogenous matter. This bean is the
choice food for horses in India and is
well worth cultivation here as a partial
substitute for our too starchy corn.
No doubt many of the common ail
ments of horses in America are due to
excessive corn feeding, and our animals
would be far more healthy if such food
as bran or linseed oil meal—quite different now from what it was years ago,
since the oil is almost completely extracted by the new process—were used
more frequently.
But anyhow, there should be a greater
variety provided for these valuable animals, to whom so much gratitude is due
for their indispensable services in the
field, and more labor might be well
spent in the preparation of the food.
The hay should be cut finely, or, as it is
otherwise called, chaffed. This should
be the rule. The food thus prepared is
fully one-third more nutritious than the
long hay, given with whole grain—the
most wasteful manner of feeding a horse.
This cut hay, or partly hay and straw,
is wetted with water sweetened with a
few ounces of molasses, and the ground
grain food is mixed with it. This is the
ordinary ration, changed frequently by
the mash, and the grain fodder with the
other kinds of meals. On resting days
oats may be given whole, when the ani
mal will relish the change and take time
to eat them slowly.
One of the most acceptable green foods
for a horse is the mixed oats and peas—
l-£ bushels of peas sown with 2| of oats
on an acre—and when the peas are in full
blossom the fodder is ready for use.
That which is not used before the grain
is ripe is cut and dried for feeding with
the grain m it, but cut into chaff, or it
may be thrashed and the grain ground
and fed with the cut straw moistened
with sweetened water. This sweetness
makes the food more palatable and also
more nutritious, for sugar is the sole
carbonaceous food of animals except fat,
as the starch and the cellulose of the food
are always changed into sugar by the
digestive process before it can be assirnilated. And the small quantity of sugar
thus given with the food acts as a fer
ment to more readily make the change
of the starch of the food into sugar in
the stomach.
The digestion of food may be very
much interfered with by mistakes in the
watering. This should always be done
before feeding and never soon after it.
The water is absorbed by the intestines
with great rapidity. A few minutes will
suffice to absorb three or four gallons of
water, and this dilutes the salivary se
cretion so as to supply all the water
needed for the digestion of the food, and
no water will then be needed soon after
feeding. This avoids the washing of un'
digested
food from the stomach into the
jintestines, where it ferments and pro<
duces
much gas and causes those frequent
colics
that on the whole reduce the use
<
fulness
of our work horses fully one-half,
1
for
every attack of disease cuts off so
1
much
of the thread of life, and there are
1
i
very
few horses that are not affected in
juriously with colic—the result of mis
5
takes
in feeding, but more in watering—
£sufficiently to have an appreciable result
on the duration of life.—Country Gentle
man.
1
Live Stock Points.

If you have a hen that will persist in
g
sitting,
put her into a coop tilted upon
(
one
side. Then she cannot sit down
(comfortably, but will have to spend her
f
time
“a-settin a-standin.” like the Dutch
r
man
’s hen.
This fall it will be well for the farmer
t
to remember that he cannot haul his
pork, poultry or spring lambs to market
‘
with
profit unless he has good roads.
The extra horse he must keep to over
c
come
swamp roads will eat up the
profits.
1
When a new colony of bees is brought
into
the beeyard, it needs watching for a
*
time
to see that the other colonies do not
t
rob
r it.
It is a doleful report from Iowa, South
Dakota and Nebraska that the young
hogs were killed off by the cold, wet
weather.
Whoever has any hogs should
v
cmake the most of them this year.
“Prizes as usually bestowed are sim
r temntations to training.”
ply

TURF, FARM AND HOME.

[ Will societies send us dates of proposed
eetings fT 18932 Address Tu/rf. Farm
and Home, Auburn, Me.~\

August 15, 16, 17, 18—Worcester, Mass.
Aug. 15, 16, 17—Lowville Driving Park,
Lowville, N. Y.
Aug. 15, 16, 17, 18—Grand Circuit Meet
ing, Rochester, N. Y.
August 16, 17—Oxford County Breeders
meeting, South Paris, Me.
Aug 22 aDd 23 Waldo Horse Breeders
Association.
Aug. 22, 23, 24, 25—Grand Circuit Meet
ing, Springfield, Mass,
Aug. 22, 24, Androscoggin Agricultural
Society Fair at Livermore Falls.
Aug. 22, 23—State of Maine Livestock
Association, Bath, Me.
August 22, 23, 24, 25—Dansville, N. Y.
August 22, 23, 24, 25—Springfield, Mass.
Aug. 23, 24—Stanstead, P. Q.
August 25—26—Greene Mountain Trot
ting Association meeting Barre, Vt.
Aug. 29, 30, 31, Gray, Me. Fair.
Aug. 29, 39, 31, Sept. 1, Eastern Maine
Fair, Bangor. Me.
Aug. 29, 30, 31, Sept. 1, 2—Troy, N. Y.
Aug. 29, 30, 31—Ossipee Valley Union
Agricultural Association, Cornish, Me.
Aug, 29, 80, 31, Sept.—Old.Orchard.
Aug. 30, 31—Moncton, N. B.
Sept. 5, 6—Penobscott and Aroostook Fair.
Patten, Me.
Sept. 5, 6, 7, 8—Cambridge, N. Y.
Sept. 5, 6, 7, 8, Maine State Fair, Lewis
ton, Me.
Sept. 5, 6, 7, 8, New England Fair, Wor
cester, Maes.
Sept. 5, 6, 7, New Hampsh’re Trotting
Horse Breeders' Association, Concord,
N. H.
Sept. 5, 6. 7, 8—Racket Valley and St.
Regis Valley Agricu’taraPSociety Fair,
Pottsdam, N. Y.
Sept. 12, 13, 14—North Aroostook Fiir,
Presque Isle, Me.
Sept. 12, 13—Springfield, Vt.. Agricul
tural Society Fair.
Sept. 12, 13, 14, 15—Canton, N. Y.
Sept. 12,13, 14, 15—Clinton County Ag
ricultural Society, Plattsburg, N. Y.
Sept. 12, 13, 14, 15—Grand Circuit Meet
ing, Philadelphia.
Sept. 12, 13, 14, 15—Cumberland County
Fair, Gorham, Me.
Sept, 14—Summerside, P. E. I.
Sept. 19, 20, 21—Androscoggin Valley
Agricultural fair, Canton, Me.
Sept. 12, 13, 14—Hancock County Fair
Association, Ellsworth, Me.
Sept. 12, 13, 14—Oxford County Fair,
South Paris, Me.
Sept. 12, 13, 14—Somerset Central Fair,
Skowhegan, Me.
Sept. 12, 13. 14, 15—Fort Edward, N. Y.
Sept. 19, 20, 21—Kennebec County Fair,
Windsor, Me.
Sept. 19, 20, 21—Waldo and Penobscot
Fair, Monroe, Me.
Sept. 19, 20—East Somerset Fair, Hart
land, Me.
Sept. 18, 19, 20, 21, 22—Rhode Island
State Fair, Narraganset Park.
Sept. 19, 20, 21—North Franklin Fair,
Phillips, Me.
Sept. 19, 20, 21—West Washington Fair,
Cherryfield, Me.
Sept. 26, 28—Trotting at Farmington.
Sept. 20. 21—Aroostook County Fair
Houlton, Me.
Sept. 20-21—Springfield Driving Associa
tion, Springfield, Me.
Sept. 19, 20, 21—Riverside Agricultural
Society, Bethel, Me.
Sept.|19, 20 and 21—Sanford A. and M.
Association, Springvale, Me.
Sept. 19, 20, 21, 22—Worcester, Mass.
Sept. 19-20-21-22—York County Agricul
tural Society Fair, Saco Driving Park.
Sept. 26, 27—Waldo County Fair, Belfast,
Me.
Sept. 26, 27, 28—North Knox Fair, Union,
Me.
Sept. 2 6, 27, 28—Washington County Fair,
Pembroke, Me.
Sept. 26, 27, 28—Lincoln County Fair
Damariscotta, Me.
pt. 26, 27, 28—Washington Central Falls
Machias.
Sept. 26, 27, 28—Kennebec County Fair,
Readfield, Me.
Sept. 26, 27, 28—Franklin County Fair,
Farmington, Me.
Sept. 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, New England Trot
ting Horse Breeders Mystic Park.
Sept. 26, 27, 28, West Oxford Agricult
ural Society Fair, Fryeburg, Me.
gept. 26-27-28—Exeter, Me.
Sept. 25, 26, 27, 28. 29, 30, Westchestr
County Fair, White Plains, N. Y.

Sept. 19,20, 21, 22—York County at Bid
deford.
Sept. 6, 7—Hancock County at Bluehill.
Sept. 26, 27, 28—Cumberland North at
Harrison.
Sept. 20, 21—Penobscot North at Spring
field.
Sept. 27, 28—Oxford North at Andover.
October 4—5—Trotting at Fairfield, Me.
Oct. 10, 12—Trotting at Topsham.
Oct. 10, 11, 12—Shapleigh and Acton Fair,
Acton, Me,
Oct. 11, 12—Elmwood Park, South Nor
ridgewock, Me.
Oct, 14—Dexter, Me.
Oct 3 to 12—Saugus, Mass.
Oct. 17, 18, 19, 20—Worcester, Mass.

OXFORD COUNTY RACESNorway, August 17.
The Oxford County Trotting Horse Breed
ers’ association opened their annual exhibition
at the South Paris fair grounds yesterday.
A fair attendance witnessed the races which
were hotly contested and interesting,:
Isaiah Pompillyl of Auburn acted as start
er.
At 10 a.m. the gentleman’s driving class
was called. There were five entries.
The winner was K, C. Thayer, South Paris;
second Otis How, Rumford Falls; third O. P.
Farrington, Locke’s Mills.
At 1 o’clock the three minute class, purse
$100, was called. Nine started. First money
was won by Dash by Messenger Wilkes, J. S.
Stanley, Paris; second by Danville, U. E.
Thayer, South Paris; third by Harry, Ralph
Foster, Paris; time,’2.50, 2.44%, 2.44%.
In the 2.37 class six started for a purse o,
$200. First money was won by Captain
Wedgewood, T.P.Richardson ; second, Helen,
E. C, Chute; third, Patience, Young Bros.,
Paris.
For the colt stakes, 1 year old, three start
ed. The race was won by_Emma Westland
Barrett Bros., Summer; (time, 1.30%, half
mile.
Summariea:
3.00 class; purse $100.
Dash b s by Messenger Wilkes,
Thayer
111
Harry b g Foster
3 2 4
Danville ch g by Dr Franklin C
Thayer
5 3 2
Lucinda bl m by Victor Patchen
Ames
2 4 3
Spider b m by Black Hawke Bowker 4 6 7
Dennett b g by Judge Advocate Kins
kins
7 7 6
Jack gr g by Wanderer Young
9 8 4
Black Elva bl m by Robinson D Rec
ord
6 5 ds
Little Nick br g by George Wilkes T
Thayer
8 9 ds
Time—2*50, 2.45%, 2.43%.
2 37 class; purse $200,
Capt. Wedgewood b g by Wedg
wood Thayer
111
Helen M bl m by Sunshine Cram
3 2 2
Patience bl m by Maine Jefferson
Young
244
Charles A bl g Woodbury
5 3 3
Wilder Patchen bl g by Victor
Patchen Ames
4 55
Time 2 36%, 2 36%, 2 35%.
Yearling colt stakes^half mile.
Linwood ch s by Maine Prince
Chaplin
1 1
Emma Westland br f by West
land Woster
2 2
Nemo b 8 by Paris Boy Buck
3 3
Time 1 42, 1 30%.
The judges were A F Andrews of Norway
and C M Wormell of Bethel.
Norway, Aug, 18.
The last day of the Breeders’ Association
exhibited the most hotly qontested fast race
ever trotted on this track. There is said
to be considerable feeling between the
owners of the noted trotters in the 2.26
class. The drivers contested every inch
of the way. fighting for blood. One driver
narrowly escaped a horrible death. Within
a second of the word “go” in the fourth
heat Eclair, Jr., who was on the outside,
“hogged in,” crowding Kittie Waite upon
Black Nathan. At this thrilling moment
Black Nathan broke. The sulkies locked
wheels and a cry of horror burst from the
grand stand as Black Nathan’s sulky over
turned, hurling driver Russell into the mid
dle of the track on his back under the
wheels and trampling hoofs. He escaped
death by wonderful agility without relin
quishing the reins. Although considerably
hurt he pluckily accompanied his wrecked
sulky to the judges’ stand. The judges de
cided the accident was unavoidable. Sum
mary :
2,45 trot, purse $125.
Nickels b h by Victor Patchen
111
Dandy B br s by Norway Knox
2 2 4
Eldora b m
5 3 2

5

Ralph K bl g
4 4 3
Betsey gr m
3 5 6
Edwin R b g
6 6 5
Belle Wilkes
7 7 dr
Nettie Waite br m
8 dis
Time—2.38%, 2.35%, 2.34%,
2 26 trot, purse $200.
Dotty H bl m by Kentucky
Knox
2 112 1
Belle Chase b m by Robin
son D
15 5 13
Black Nathan b h byaRussell 3 2 2 5 2
Eclair Jr, bh
*
5 3 4 3 5
Kittie Waite
4 4 3 4 5
Time—2 26%, 2.27%, 2.27%, 2.28, 2.26.
zi’
Two year*old colt stakes.
Fearnaught Prince ch s by Maine
Prince Chaplin
3 11
Tony P b h Farrington
12 2
Eii b g Fletcher
3 3 3
Time—3.02%, 2.58%, 2.54%.
Feed Up and Breed Up.

An eastern paper speaks of a careful
dairyman who, by breeding and good
management of his dairy during 10 years,
raised the standard of his herd from 160
pounds of butter per cow, which is the
average for New York state, to more
than double that and has cows with a
record of 440 pounds per year. Ques
tioned as to the breed from which best
results may be obtained, he replied,
“Grade herds are far more preferable
than thoroughbreds.” Farmers, as a
rule, do not fully appreciate the fact
that about 80 per cent of the cost of food
given to cattle is returned to them in
the shape of manure.
Of separators, now used extensively in
some localities, he said, “In the saving
of the butter fats a separator which costs
$125 can be paid for in two years from a
dairy of eight cows.” The professor
spoke in the most positive terms of the
good results of dehorning. He has prac
ticed it in his herd, which he described
as now “gentle and passive as a flock of
sheep.” He began with a vicious bull,
which had previously gored a valuable
horse badly, and continued until the
whole herd “was rendered powerless, as
you may say, to inflict injury.”—Ex
change.
______
The Biggest Kind of a Ilorse.

Here is the picture of a Canadian bred
Shire horse from The Northwest Farmer.
He belongs in Manitoba.
His sire was imported from England.
This stallion himself—Nailstone Conquerer—has taken many prizes. If he is a
specimen of what Manitoba horse breed-

CANADTAN SHIRE HORSE.

ers can do for a steady thing, then it does
tiot appear that the farm animals there
are diminishing in size from generation
to generation on account of the cold cli
mate. Nailstone is said to be a horse of
grand action, “with fine hair, flat bone
and splendid points.”
Delaine Merinos In Summer.

During the summer months we have
our Delaine Merinos divided into flocks
of 50 each. Wo have the pastures, so ar
ranged that they can be changed from
one pasture to the other. We have eight
clover ^nd timothy pastures, with plenty
of freshwater. We salt twice a week
and have the sheds so arranged that the
sheep can have free access to the shade
in the heat of the day. You would be
surprised how quickly they will seek tho
shade in the mornings as soon as tho sun
gets hot. We try to keep the sheds clean
and dry and use a little sprinkle of lime
to keep the foul smell out.
When the lambs are weaned they are
left in the field and the mothers taken to
other quarters out of hearing of the
lambs and are kept on a short pasture
until their milk dries up. The lambs
are fed once daily with oats and bran,
equal parts by weight. If possible, the
lambs ought to be kept on good fresh
pasture, with plenty of fresh water.
We think the man who handles good
sheep and takes good care of his flock
will not care very much whether we
have free wool or not.—Alexander Turn
bull & Son in Breeder’s Gazette.

WE

GUARANTEE

That one tablespoonful of

GOMBAULT’S CAUSTIC BALSAM
tvill produce more actual results than a whole bottle
of any liniment or spavin cure mixture eve’ nade.
It is therefore the cheapest (as well as safest and
best) external applicant known for man or beast.

THE LAWRENCE WILLIAMS CO., CLEVELAND, OHIO.
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HULDA.
Hulda who put the three fastest heats
in a race to tier credit at Buffalo week be
fore last, and her breeding are thus de
scribed by a writer in the Breeder and
Sportsman :
When Katv Pease ran ner famous race
against Thad Stevens at the Bay District
Track in 1874 there was an auction sale of
horses and young mares to close out the
estate of a grocery storekeeper named
Brommer. Adolph Sprocket attended the
sale before going to the great race and pur
chased two mares for $205. One of thesewas tne mare Jennie, by Bull Pup, dam by
Williannon’o Belmont.
She was very
blood-like and had a thin tail, just like
Bull Pup, her sire.
A more nervous horse than she never
was haltered. Mr. Spreckels sent her to
Pat Farrell, the well known trainer who
still rttains the oil Tutf House on the Cliff
Horse road. With the assistance of two
other able bodied men Mr. Farrell soon
got her so that she would not want t; kick
the stars out of the ski b or pieces off the
face of the moon. He broke her to g)
single, double and to saddle, aLd rtturned
her to her owner. One day after Mr.
Spreckels had been using her on the roads
for a few years he drove her in on the Ba;
District Track, and with a slight skeleton
wagon be sent her around the track in 2.27.
Shortly after this he sent her to his beauti*
ful stock ta.m at Aptos, Santa Clara coun
ty, and bred her to Speculation. She had
three trotters by this horse, Gus Spreckels
2.20, Grade S 2.22, and Lillie S (a faster
one than either). He then bred her to Guy
Wilkes, and the filly that came was called
Hulda. The following year she produced
to Guy Wilkes the black s ailion Aptos
Wilkes and the next year she was bred to
Stamboul, the produce being a bay fillv
that is a wonder. Last year .Jennie died
and was interred on the old homestead; no
one ever saw her equal for gameness, good
constitution, pure gait and perfect dispo
sition. She was esteemed more highly
than any five other broodmares on the
farm.
Hulda as a two year old was running in
a corral with some colts, and the following
summer she was noticed to be heavy with
foal. When the little stranger came it
only lived a short time. Its dam was sent
to Orrin A. Hickok of this city. From the
first time he pulled the lines over her this
driver declared she was the “making of a
record-breaker.” The bay horse always
known as Bull Pup, sire of Jennie, was
owned at one time by a man named Beatty,
who kept a resort out on the old Mission
road. The horse was said to be by old
St. Lawrence, but he was totally unlike the
St. Lawrence horses in conformation and
disposition. There is a man in Fresno who
trained him as a four year old, and he de
clares the horse was by Abdallah 1. John
Anderson of Salinas, m whose posession
the horse died, declares that Bull Pup must
have been quarter thoroughbred. The St.
Liwrence horses had heavy, wavy manes
anl tails, they were large and coarse and
had great knee and hock action—a little
loLger gaited than the Morgans. Bull Pup
had a very fine straight mane and a rat tail;
his skin v as fine and apparently thin as a
thoroughbred ; he had clean, hard-looking
legs and small, round hocfs, in action he
was very smooth going, and seemed to have
no waste motion. He was as unlike the
Morgans and as perfect an Abdallah as a
horse could be.
Hulda made her first appearance in the
East, at Chicago, Ill., August 17th, in a
race for four-year-olds; it was for 2 25
ciass trotters.
There were six entries
beside her—Muloch, Cleo, Happy Pilot,
Medora, Stamina and Belle Medium.
Hulda won the first, third and fifth heats.
Summary of the race was 2 20)4, 2.23%,
2.22%, 2.20% and 2 20. At Independence,
Iowa, she defeated Muta Wilkes in the
$5,0 0 stake in three straight heats—2.14%,
2.17% and 2.15. At Detroit, Mich., her
young rival, Muto, defeated her. Hulda
won the first two heats in 2,21 and 2.22 3-4,
and was withdrawn from the race by Orrin
A. Hickok, her driver. On September 8th,
at Cleveland, O., she was again victorious,
beating Muta Wilkes and four others in
tiree straight|heats in 2,18%, 2.15%,2.15%,

FARM AND HOME

Last fall Mr, Hickok, as usual, brougat
SACO AND BIDDEFORD.
his string of trotters to winter in Cali
fornia, and among them was the great
Hulda. Her proud owner and prouder
Biddeford, Aug. 15,
trainer received the congratulations of their
The closing meeting at the Old Orchard
friends, and resolved to return her to the
East this year to win new laurels. She is kite track will occur August 29, 30, 31 and
a grandly-formed animal, and is as soqnd Sept. 1. The management has offered
as the day she was foaled.
$3000 in purses, and] pacers and trotters
will be separated and given different events
as they should be. Following is the list of
JUNO WITHERS.
races:
August 29, 2.23 pacing, 2.31 trotting,
Juno Withers that entered the 2.30 list
2.22 trotting; Aug. 30, 2.19 trotting, 2.31
at Bangor the 10th, inst, winning in straight
p icing, 2.35 trotting; Aug. 31,2.19 pacing,
heats in 2.27, 2 27%, 2 30, was bred by
2,25 trotting, 2.40 trotting; Sept. 1,2.16
Charles B. Dore of Levant, and| by
trotting, 2.27 pacing, 2 28 trottinr.
him sold with her dam to A. K. Spratt of
The purse in each class is $500 and with
Bangor, and by him sold to Noah G. Gould
this big money and three events each day
of Old Town, her present owner.
there ought to be a good crowd for doubtJuno Withers was got by Gen. Withers
1j88 the sport will be unrivaled.
Jr. Her dam was a low posted, down
The fair at Cornish occurs at the same
headed mare, without any trotting action ;
time but no other collision is anticipated.
breeding unknown.
This will have but small effect on either
Mr. Dore also bred her sire, Gen. Withplace probably. The track will be putin
ers^Jr., and sold him to J. P. Bass of Ban
the best of shape and all efforts will be
gor. He sold him to Eishop & Morgan,
made to have this a grand success
New York, for $2000.
Saco horsemen feel very well satisfied
Gen. Withers Jr. sired a fine class of
over Blue John’s performance at Lewiston
gentlemen s drivers and most of them with
last week, when he got a record of 2.30 in
lots of speed. Mr. Bass has regretted many
the third heat. John Haines has done well
times that he sold him.
with the horse this year [training him at the
Mr. Dore also bred Gen. Withers Jr.,
kite track. He will] start atJHaverhil! this
dam Duchess Fearnaught, for which he week.
paid John D’Arthenay of Vassalboro 20
Jason Lunt hasjsold his stallion, Hiat?ga
years ago]$100.00 for the services of YouDg to the Cole brothers of Saco. J. C. Gowen
Fearnaught, the produce being Duchess has sold his mare, Maud E. to Sanford
Fearnaught,
pirties wherp she trotted Saturday.
Mr. Dore alsojbred the promising 4 year
old stallion Berdan, record 2.30%, by] Ac
THE ENTRIES.
tion 2861, out of Duchess Fearnaught, and
owned by Col. W. G. Morrill of ^Pittsfield.
Mr. Dore considers the peer of the family For the Androscoggin Couniy Fair Races
is an own brother to Berdan, four months
The Audroscoggin County Fair which
old, now following his dam.
opens at Evergreen Park, Livermore Falls
He also bred Day Dawn, owned by H. Aug. 22 and continues three days promises to
E. Haley /of Monroe, one of the most oe a great success.
promisingjyoung sires in Maine.
Bes’des a large agricu’tural exhibit and
Duchess Fearnaught has been bred back other special features the folio wing entries
to Action and is thought safely in foal.
have been made in thehorse department.
First day, Tuesday, Aug, 22. No. 1, 2.27
The speed already shown by Berdan
stamps Action 2861 as a sire of early and class.
B F & F H Briggs Auburn bro s Gene Briggs
extreme speed.
He is destined to prove a Colt
Farm Auburn br s Calcalli
great sire and that in the near future.
Littlefield & Gove Auburn b g Black Dan
.Silver Lawn Stables Waterville br g Currier
C M Guild Augusta ch s Walter D
H B Tozier Gardiner br g Joseph R
A E Russell Buckfiald blk s black Nathan
SECOND DAY AT AUGUSTA.
First day, Aug. 22. No. 2, 2.36 class.
T F Flaherty Monmouth b m Miss Vida
Augusta, Aug. 17Geo H Brown New Sharon blk «Black Max
The races here yesterday were more inter B F & F H Briggs Auburn br m Sadie L
Litticfield & Gove Auburn b 3 Ruel R
esting Ilian Tuesdasv.
Five heats were necessary to decide the free Silver Lawn Stables Waterville b g Banquo
Silver Lawn Stables Waterville b m
for all race and for the colt race.
Cailotta
The contest between Stanley and Louis P. Silver Lawn Stibles Waterville b m Prince
in the former is considered the most exciting Nelson
ever trotted here.
Y iung Brothers South Paris blk m
Summaries:
I’a ience
Colt Far 1 Auburn blk m Leola
2.45 class, trot and puce, purse $150.
C M Guild Augusta blk s Prioce FearPayson A g h Silver Lawn sta»
hies Watei ville
4 13 11 naugbt
Victor Jr b s C W Mower East
G-U Edwards Fairfield b s George Rolf
Vassalboro
12 15 3 Clark Bros Por laod b m Gipsey
Bellville ro s A J Libby Gardi
Clark Bros Portland blk g Charles A
ner
2
75
4 2 T P Richardson Norway blk s Capt Wedg
Sadie L bro m B F & FII Briggs
wood
Auburn
6
92
2 5
First day Aug 22. No. 3. Colt stakes
Mollie W b m C M Guild Au
gusta
7
36
3 6 for foals f 1892.
Patti g m Charles Cayford Skow
hegan
3
54
8 4 J W Bigelow LivermorejCh s Pansy Blos
som by John son
Geneva W br m W G Reynolds
Winslow
8
48
6 dr B F & F H Briggs Auburn b c Riven Oak
Actor b g E S Forrest River
by Messenger Wilkes
side
5
67
7 dr H Wesley Hutchins Auburn ch c Monet by
Mollie Garfield b m L C Berry
the Seer
North Monmouth
£ 89
9 dr
Colt Farm Auburn Sunset by Warrener
Daisy Rolfe b m Lon McDonald
No, 4. 231 class.
Augusta
10 10
ro
B F & F H Briggs br s Rockleller
Kitty M ro m L H Merrill West
B F & F H Briggs br m Sadie L
Gardiner
dis
Littlefield & Gove b g Black Dan
Time, 2.34%, 2.33, 2.30%, 2.38.
Colt farm br s Calcalli
Free for all; purse $400.
Silver Lawn Stables br g'Currier
G C Edwards b s George Rolf
Stanley b g, A J Libby Gardi
ner
3 12 11 Clark Bros b m Gipsey
Clart Bros blk g Charles A
Louis P b g Guy C Edwards
Fairfield
12 12 2 T P Richardson blk s Capt Wedgwood
Bird blk m H B Tozier Gardiw
Second dav Aug. 23, No 5, 2.50 class.
ner
2 3 3 3 3' Townes & Riley Auburn b s Riley
Granieta br m B F & F H
C Berry Monmouth Molly Garfield
Briggs Auburn
4 4 4 4 4 L
B F & F H Briggs b g Jim Gray
Time, 2 23%, 2 24%, 2 23%, 2 22%, 2 21.
H Wesley Hutchins Seersucker
Two year old colts; purse $50.
Silver Lawn Stables g g Henry
May Day g f Pine Tree Stock
John Ames Dresden g g Jack
farm
3 13 1 Young Bros South Paris paris Boy
Fisher Boy rn g Pme Tree
W N Gilbert Livermore Falls b s Nameless
Stock farm
12 2 2 Ralph Foster Canton b g Harry
Naila b f B F & F H Briggs
J F Stanley South Paris b s Dash
Auburn
2 3 13 Colt Farm b g Narcus
Ethel Nelson b f W D Haley
G C Edwards Fairfield b g Rev King
South Gardiner
4 4 4 4 G C Edwards Fairfield b s St Ives
Everett Wilkes b s W F
McDelano Canton b m Glenarma
Walker, Augusta
5 ro
C II Thompson blk g Thompson
Morris Wilkes b s S D
C H Thompson Elder Boone
Blaisdell Augusta
6 ro
Second day, Aug. 23, No. 6, foals of 1891.
Time, 1 20%, 1 21, 1 21,1 19%.
J W Bigelow b g Johpney Reb by Rober
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SPECIAL OFFER.
------------ the------------

Regular SuDscriulion Price.
---------- OF THE----------

if. m

j be

---------- IS ONLY----------

$2.00 PER YEAR IN ADVANCE,
But for SIXTY DAYS we make
the following SPECIAL. OFFER:
To any new subscriber sending in
one dollar we will forward the

TURF, FARM AND HOME
For one year. To any old subscriber
who will forward at the rate of one
dollar per year tor arrearages and one
year in advance we will send the paper
for one year.

THE TURF, FARM & HOME,
FOR THE! COMIXG YEAR WILL BE

MORE COMPLETE THAN EVER

We aim to give all the Horse nows
of Maine and such additional horse
notes from the Maritime Provinces; as
will be of interest.
-------- 0--------

fin! St Horsemii
And every Horseman in the Country]
who wishes to keep posted on
the rapidly increasing horse
breeding of Maine
should read
the

TURF, FRM1ND HOME.

TUR,
Bonner Jr.
H Wesley Hutchins ch g Slide by the Seer.
;k.
G M Park b g Baby McKusick by McKusick.
G W Perkins Kennebunk b f Naila by Mes
>s*
senger Wilkes.
Colt Farm b c Royce by Warrener.
No. 7, stakes for foals ol 1890.
J W Bigelow bs Norland Wilkes by Messen*
ger Wilkes.
B F & F H Briggs b g Grenadier by Messenn_
ger Wilkes.
Ralph Foster b f Eldora by Elsmere.
Colt Farm bf Dorcas Pratt by Stamboul.
Thursday, Aug. 24, No. 8 2.19 class.'
B F & F H Brigcs br m Granieta.
BF&FH Briggs b s Messenger Wilkes.
Silver Lawn Stables b m Sih er Street.
C M Guild ch s Walter D.
G C Edwards b g Lovis P.
II B Tozier bm Bird.
H Wesley Hutchins b s The Seei.
No. 9, 2 40 classL C Berry Mollie Garfield.
T F Flaherty, Miss Vida.
BF&FH Briggs b g Jim Gray.
II Wesley Hutchins Seersucker.
Littlefield & Gove b s Ruel R.
Silver Lawn stables br g Hilton.
Silver Lawn Stables b m Princess Nelson.
Silver Lawn stables b m Carlotte.
YouDg Bros b m Patience.
■ W N Gilbert b s Nameless.
Ralph Foster blk s Surprise Chief.
J. F. Stanley b s Dash.
Colt Farm b.k m Leola.
Clark Bros, b m Gtpsey.
G C Edwards n g Rev. King.
G C Edwards b s St. Ives.
MCDelano b m Glenarma.
Townes & Riley b s Riley.
C H Thompson blk g Thompson.
No 10, foals 1889.
C L Jenkins blk g Eddie B, by C S P.
J W Bigelow bs Jolinosco by Rockefeller.
H Wesley Hutchins bf Mattie fcWilkes by
Messenger Wilkes. p’O *•*«*.
Colt Farm br sCalcalli by Rockefeller.
P R Cobb b g Rolf P by Cyril.
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aken
used her for road purposes. She was taken
Terr
with distemper and treated by Dr. Herr,
P’
and when nearly recovered Mr. Dunlap put
lr<ve
a harness on her over a blanket and dr ive
. .
her out for exercise on: cold, wmdv day,
.. ’
A gust of wind caught one corner of the
blanket and snapped it against her legs,
when in fright or fun she kicked up) and
and
hdls
came down straddle of one of the thills,
tje.’
and before being freed from the sulky be*
her
came thoroughly frightened. It took her

ac*
some time to gft over the fright of this8 ac
ere8t
cident. Mr. Dunbp sold a half interest
ward
in Lady Thorne to Dr Herr, who afterward
hrisbecame her sole owner. Dr. Herr chrisrhich
ened her Maid of Ashland, under which
name she trotted her maiden race.

7

After Lady Thorn’s retirement from the
mith
8^e was Purc^a8e(^ by Henry N. Smith
and used for breeding at the Fashion Stud
Farm, Trenton, N, J. Herein latter years
she was joined by her old competitors,
Lucy and Goldsmith Mail. In 18777 she
died of inflammation of the boweis leaving
but two co^t8
keep her memory green,
By Gen. Knox she foaled the colt Gen.
Washington in 1874, and by the same‘ 8ir
sire
8^e Pro^uce^
a brown filly called
Thornetta. In 1876 she lost a horse colt by
Gould. Gen. Washington is the sire of
P°era
Preet) 2.19 and six other 2.30
itnal
fcrotter8’ an(^ Stranger, the sire of Broomal
in
AQd e^even otber performerss in
the list. Her daughter, Thornetta, has
proved a producer, being the dam of Patti
2.24, while a number of brilliant performera promise to perpetuate the memory of
this great mare, Lidy Thorn was a regal
trottor from a royal line, ner brother Mambrino Patchen being the greatest sire of
the Mambrlno Chief family, whose blood
lood
lline
appears in Arion, Moquette, Alix, Online
and other champion performers. She was a
representative race ma^e, and through her
nses
gon, Gen. Washington, her blood promises
to greatly augment the list of 2,30 race
race
;hly.
horses.—[Thorndale in Wallace’s Monthly,
........—------ ------ —

ICHANCEFOR A

HOME
________________

RESERVATION

LANDS

IN THE

INDIAN
TERRITORY
You want to know all about this district,
a.n<* how ycu can secure a quarter or half sec
tion of land on the

GREAT
-J ROCK ISLAND
ROUTE

In her three year old form she showed
jwed
unusual promise, and was matched to> trot
three races, two of which paid forfeit'> and
the third she won, defeating Steel’s Snow
Jnow
Storm with consummate ease. She al80
also
started in two stake events that fall, winwin
Write at once to me and state your wants,
aQd I will send vou full particulars, includning second money in one, trottingg in
ing
map of that district. Will send the
about 2.52, and through an accident getting
tting
“Western Settler” for one year free on apdistanced in her other engagement. As a
plication
JNO. SEBASTIAN,
four year old she had no speed, and could
ould
General Ticket and Passenger Agent,.
not trot a mile better than about 3.17.
517.
CHICAGO, U. S. A.
When seven years old Dr. Herr started
_, ____ _ _____________________________
irted
dlle,
her in the free for all class at Louisville,
and she won the race in one, two, three3 ot
OT DOVER, N, H"
________
der and the following day pulled off a twoTerr
_
__ __ .
_
mile heaf race in straight he t8. Dr. Herr
Dover, N. H., Aug. 17.
jHARBINGER will make the season of
soli her to Mr. C.P. Relf,Norristown, Pa.,
Granite State Park where the Strafford
:
•rd 1893
at my stable on Main street, at thewho gave her in charge of Sam McLaugh
3ir reduced
price of $25, to warrant a living
Co. Agricultural Association will hold their
1
lin, under whose tutelage she developed
xter *A*r SePte
20, 21, 22, is at present a J
LADY THORNE 2.18Xspeed fast. In 1865 she defeated Dexter
very busy place. A gang of carpenters are
at the Union Course, L. I, taking first, eecgrand stard and fences in good
It has been said, “there is nothing new* ond and fourth heats in 2.24, 2.26% ^and
and
shape.
Next
week work will be begun on
under the sun” and in the trotting world 2.26%, respectively.
Lobo
In the fall of 1865
this proverb seem9 to hold true. In reality she was purchased by Messrs. Welsh and cattle pens, stables, etc. The trac’*’ will be
PROPRIETOR,
all literature treats of the present, the pastSt McMann, and placed in the bands of Dan in good condition for fast time. One of
or the future. Progress had been ringingg Pfifer. She was not a precocious trotter, the special features of the fair will be the i
great Nelson 2.09, He will be shown every ’
bells for centuries before the invention of* but came to her speed gradually, trotting
ig a
J
iis
the steam engine and the telegraph, yet thee large number of races and winning thee day and one of the days will try to beat his
-------- °-------record.
The horse department will be
principles of their development had beenn greatar proportion of them. Lady Thorn
10m
he c
turf made especially interesting and some of the
of every day occurrence.
will always rank great among notable turf
)ia Some] of Harbinger’s get, with their
The same is true in the evolution of thee perfermera, she having met and defeated best speed in tb s section will be on exhibi- u
respective records:
trotter, the materials for light harness per all the celebrities of her day. She was tion. The followiDg'is the programme and i
se
V
an
II
elmont
...................................... 2.19^
conditions
of
the
races.
Besides
these
'
formers existed forages, but it took Amer* pitted agaiLSt George Wilkes, Dexter,
Hallie.................................................... 2.26*
races
will
be
given
the
races
for
yearj
rH
arebell
...........................................
2.30*
ican ingenuity to maieriaVze trotting speed.' Lucy, Goldsmith Maid, American Girl, class
J
..................................................................... 2.29*.
®SILVERBELL
Development for fifty years has advanced1 MouLtun Boy and George Palmer, and Ungs, two and three year olds :
D
iana................................................................................... 2.34*
50 Molly Bawn....................................... 2.35
the rate of speed and intelligent selections8 held over them in nearly all her engage- < Tuesday, Sept. 19, purse $250, 2.50
Silver King.......................................... 2-37
m pPrince Harbinger............................. 2.36|
and combinations are producing trotters8 ments. She started in sixty-four races, <class, trot and pace; purse$200, 4 year oid
Ansel W. (4 years)................................. 2.50
class, trot.
with greater uniformity.
Ned H. (3 years)............................. 2.53
and won forty-four first moneys.
Her
Wednesday,
Sept.
20,
purse
$250,
2.38
C
Among the notable celebrities that ropu- earnings on the turf amounted to $79,575,
Lucky ’Nelson, 2.391, i Kecord made in 1893.
) i o,
l
trot and pice ; purse $300, 2.22 class,
8»
larized light harness sports more than a1 with 106 heats to her credit in 2 30 or bet- class,
c
TFor Further Particulars please
quarter of a century ago was the famous8 ter, a greater number than bad been won
von„ trot and pace.
JO
send for Card, etc.
_
Thursday, Sept. 21, purse $300, 2 30
race mare Lady Thorn. Her fame rest* on1 by any other trotter at the time of her re
m5 3t
rea
■■
___ _______________________________
irk
class,
trot
and
pace
;
puree
$300,
2,25
class,
=
a brilliant career od the turf and in the9 tirement. It was at Narra«an»ett Park, c
WILL LA Y TIIE FOUNDATION TO
signal defeat of the best performers of herr Providence, R- I., October 8, 1869, that trot
</K
A FORTUNE BY BREEDING A
re><
Friday, Sept, 22, purse $300, 2.35 class,, ’ 1
day. She once reigned the mistress of the? she won her record 2.18J4, ia the most re
MARE TO BINNACLE IF SHE
*
JIAS A FILLY.
trotting world, and her many hard fought1 markable race contested up to that date. trot; purseJ$500, free for all,4 pace and3
races are among the greatest achievements3 The
,
all trot’
purse was $5,000 for tie free for all
iith
Entries cloie Sept. 1.
of turf history.
(clas*, and the staiters were Goldsmith
W. C. Hartford, Dover, N. H., is secre«■
Lady Thorn was a large bay mare, stand- Maid,
(
George Palmer, Rhode Island, Lady
This splendid thoroughbred horse is
1(]y t!tar7
the association.
ing over sixteen hands, foaled 1856 and1 Thorn,
,
Lucy and American Girl. Lady
a descendant of all the most fashionable
bred by Levi T. Rodes, Lexington, Ky.’ fThorn was the favorile, selling in the poolB
strains in the running horse pedigree,
'J
SANFORD RACES.
She was sired by MambriDO Chief, out of *as high as $550 against $210 for the field.
and you will find his blood lines in the
beet of our trotters of today. Having
the Rodes mare, daughter of Gano, by The
r
rge
‘
b'
race proved a four-heat affair, George
the services of this horse from
American Eelipse. She was a rangy mare, Palmer winning the third heat in 2.19^,
The second annual fair of the Sanford1 secured
se
inr1
aa friend I shall have him make the
with long body, oblique shoulders, with Lady Thorn capturing the first, sect nd and
ma Fair and Trotting° Association at the Mou- g£
season at Fear naught Farm, Manchesclean cut blood like neck and head. She *fourth heats in 2.19%, 2.18%, and 2.21.
sam
River Park will occur Tuesday, Wed<*R ter, Maine, for the paltry sum of
8
n
was a low gaited, long striding trotter with
nesday
and Thursday, Sept. 5, 6, and 7.
Dollars,
In 1870 she passed into the hands of
action like Gloster’s and Sunol’s, of the
Following are the events :
Mace, and at Prospect Park in July
down, for the season of 1893*
smooth, gliding desciiption. She was brok- Dan
I
Wednesday, Sept. 6—No, 1, three mint cash
cs
defeated Goldsmith Maid in 2.19%, uute class, purse $100; No. 2, 2.35 class, Now is the time to improve your brood
en to harness as a yearling and in het two she
8
mares,
ro you can furnish what the
and 2.19%.
She had an engage*
p]
?e' purse
$250.
“J
year old form was purchased from her 2.20%
2
public call for, handsome road horsesP
with the Maid at Buffalo, but met
iet
Thursday, Sept. 7—No. 3, 2.40 class,» ar
breeder by Henry Dunlap for | $300, who ment
n
and possessing more extreme speed
an accident while being loaded in1 aa purse
pi
_ with
v
$200; No.[4, 2.27 class, purse $300;; than
th
any other style of breeding,
0car at Rochester, which retired her from
by the records.
3m No, 5, three year olds or under, purse $50. judging
ju
A lie markable Achievement
the turf. She was a phenomenally fast
Send for pedigree in full.
a6t
Entries close Aug. 29, 1893.
The preparation of a medicine that shall
and one of the gamest trotters that
remain on the market for over forty years, mare,
n
lat
Frank Wilson of Sanford is secretary.
P
ia-
-------------------------gaining new favor with the public and hold- ever
e
faced a starter. Alluding to her sensa
Manchester, fflaine.
- ing ail its old friends from year to year, is a tional speed, Dan Mace said: “You can
apr21 lm
task that calls for honesty and wisdom, and 11
an
HOW HORSES SLEEP
iat
_____
.
ability of a high order. . True’s Elixir, the old pput it down as an absolute certainty that
standard family medicine, has become the Lady
y
Thorn could trot a mile in 2.10 In
In
“
Did
you
ever
notice
how
’horses sleep?’.
housebold remedy of thousands. It is the
in 2.15 to wagon. I will not say
mother’s friend, for its efficacy in all the ors harness,
h
«y afl
asked a horseman the other day. Receivdinary diseases of children, especially worms, how much faster than this the old mare
Lre ing a negative reply, he continued :
has never been approached. It is not a worm
trot. I never saw her trot a full mile
remedy simply; it is the standby of thousands could
0
ile
“Well, they don’t all sleep one |way by
affiicted with troubles arising from a disor* aat her best but once, and there are two
ar means. Some, in fact a good many,
(ro any
dered stomach or liver, for in these troubles other men living, besides myself, who can
8j
an sleep
standing and rarely lie down. Such
it has no equal.
0
It is the remedy of old and youner,the house- tell
ti how fast that was, but I shall never
r0r aa one you may approach and almost touch
hold safeguard, the medicine that has won the tell,
.
and it is probable that they will not.
ot- before he wakes up, if you come at the
confidence of a) 1 who have used it. Ils large
rj
sale has been slowly and honestly attained* IIt was so fast that it would not be credited
'e(* right
t'.me and witnout much noise. Others
and the increase in the demand for it is not by
u the public, and so we agreed that we
we lie down, but not all one way.
only a source of gratification to the manufac
never mention the time. But I will
turers, but to its host of friends, each of whom would
v
Usually they will settle back and drop
after receiving benefit from it, seem to take say
8 this much : It was a faster gait for the
0over
,
lhe
on one hip first. In rising they will put
personal interest in bringing it to the notice whole mile than I ever saw kept up by any 0
ny one front foot first and then the other,
of others who have not learned of its value.
*
tfhlt.
0
other
horBe for a single quarter.”
bringing up the hind parts last. But some

HARBINGER 1899.

H. J. BRACKETT,

;; PITTSFIELD. ME.

BINNACLE.

E. L. NORCROSS,

TURF FARM AND HOME.

8_ _
horses will get up cow fashion; that is they
will get ou their fore knees first. Such a
one may always be told by the dirty condi
tion of bis knees.
The strangest horse I ever saw in this
respect was one I owned for some time.
His first move was to pull back on his hal«
ter as if testing his strength. Then holding
it back taut he would sit down on his
haunches exactly like the trick pony at the
circus, and in that attitude he would sleep,
snoriDg like a man.
I thought he
was afraid to lie down, fearing he would
not be able to get up, and took this queer
fashion as a substitute.”— [Biddeford
Times.

THE EFFECT OF A DEAD HEAT.
A question arose at Buffalo that is of
considerable importance, and one which
invites the attention of the committees on
rules of the next trotting congresses. The
first heat was dead between Ellard and San
Pedro, and Ellard won the second and
third. Budd Doble, who drove Ellard,
then claimed that, under the rules, all must
go to the stable except the two horseB
named, because his entry had won three
heats as against every competitor except
San Pedro. The claim was not allowed.
Sec. 1, Rule 32, says: “A dead heat shall
be counted in the race, and shall be con
sidered a heat which is undecided only as
between the horses making it, and It shall
be considered a heat that is lost by all the
other horses contending therein; aDd t e
time made in a dead heat shall constitute a
record or bar for each horse making such
dead heat.”
This language is explicit and cannot be
misunderstood, and under its provisions
alone the claim of Mr, Doble was right,
and should have been allowed. But Sec.
2 of the same rule reads: “When two or
more horses have each won tvo beats, and
*bere shall have occurred^ between them a
dead heat in ganyjpart of ’ the race, they
alone shall stait in the next heat.” This
language is equally explicit, and shows that
it was not contemplated to apply Sec 1 in
such a case as occurred at Buffalo, and,
being backed by the u^age of many years,
justifies the decision of the judges. Yet it
is equally clear that the theory and effect
of a dead heat, so luminously expressed in
the first section, is annihilated by the con
flicting language of the second. If the
idea of the first section is to be carried out,
the second should read : “When any horse
has won two heats and made a dead heat
with another horse, only these two (unless
beats have been won or dead heats been
made by still other horses in the race) shall |
stait again,” or, better still, Sec. 2 should
be stuck out altogether.—[Turf, Field and
Farm.

MT. VERNON.

ME-

Mt. Vernon, Aug. 23.
^Editor Turf. Farm and Home :
Mr. S. Gordon of Vienna has several
good horses. First, Romeo, record 2.40,
a black stallion, foaled 1878, sired by Harry
Knox 6211, by Gen. Knox Jr., by Gen.
Knox; dam by Lewiston Boy, sire of Dis
patch 2.24%. Harry Knox is the sire of
Maggie Miller, 2.26%, Billy 1, 2.29%,
Maud Elenah 10, 2.23%.
Second, Don Pilot, a bay gelding, foaled
1887, sired by Black Pilot 2.30, sire of
Pilot Knox 2.19%, Centurlan 2.27%.
TinnielB. 2,27%.
Black Pilot was by
Roscoe, son of great Pilot Jr., whose
daughters have teen the greatest brood
mares of the world, producing such re
nowned trotters as Maud S, Jay-Eye-See,
Nutwood and others. Dam of Don Pilot,
Tiny G, by Romeo. Don Pilot stands 15
hands and three inches high, weighs 1050
pounds. He is a handsome horse with
good trotting qualities.
Third, Jim Crow, black gelding, six
years old, 15-2 high, weighs 1025 pounds,
•sired by Romeo.
Fourth. Mike, bay gelding, four years
old, stands 15 hands, weighs 950 pounds,
sired by Romeo, dam Tiny G.

Ayer’s Hair Vigor
Makes the hair soft and glossy.

“I have used Ayer’s Hair Vigor for
nearly five years, and my hair is moist,
glossy, and in an excellent stafre of pres
ervation. I am forty years old, and have
ridden the plains for twenty-five years.”
—Win. Henry Ott,alias “Mustang Bill,’’
Newcastle, Wyo.

Ayer’s Hair Vigor
Prevents hair from falling out.

“A number of years ago, by recommen
dation of a friend, 1 began to us • A» e i
Hair Vigor to stop the hair from
a--,
out and prevent its turning giKy
1
first effects were most satisfactory.
Occasional applications since ha/e kept
my hair thick and of a natural color.”—
H. E. Basham. McKinney, Texas.

Ayer’s Hair Vigor
Restores hair after fevers.

“Over a year ago I had a severe fever,
and when I recovered, my hair began
to fall out, and what little remained
turned gray. I tried various remedies,
but without success, till at last 1 began
to use Ayer’s Hair Vigor, and now my
hair is growing rapidly and is restored
to its original color.” —Mrs. A. Collins,
Dighton, Mass.

Ayer’s Hair Vigor

Prevents hair from turning gray

“My hair was rapidly turning gray and
falling out; one bottle of Ayer’s Hair
Vigor has remedied the trouble, and my
hair is now its original color and full
ness.”—B. Onkrupa, Cleveland, O.
j
Prepared by Dr. J. C. Ayer & Co., Lowell, Mase.
Bold by Druggists and Perfumers.

Fifth, a pair of bay mares, Dot and
Dorris, They stand 15-2 high and weigh
1100 pounds each.
Dot was sired by
Romeo, dam by Royal Eaton. Dorris by
Dorchester, dam by Romeo.
He also owns one-half interest in the
beautiful bay stallion Dandy Wilkee,
foaled May 22, 1891; bred by J. F. Plum
mer of Weeks Mills, Me.; sire, Wilkes;
dam Mollie Plummer, by American Bov,
he by (jen. Knox, dam the Dr. Cates mare
of Vassalboro ;Jdam of Mollie Plummer,
the Ben Jewett mare of Sidney, she by the
Gui’d Horse, he by the Lovejoy horse,
dam of Guild horse, by Winthrop Messen*
ger, he by Imported Messenger.
S. B.

THE MAINE 2-30 LIST
[X jB.— We desire to make our2.30.~\
list for 1893 as complete as possible
Correspondents and all others interested
will therefore confer a favor if they wil,
send us the names of all Maine bred horses
entering the list, that come under theii
notice.
Glimmer, b m by Wilkes; dam Lady
Crosby by Gideon, Saugus. June
1,
2 30
Lady Nelson, by NelsoD, Fairfield.
June 14
2.29%
Myrtle, by Oxford Boy, Newport,
Vt., June 13
2.30
Little Chief, by Daniel Boone
2.21%
Maud Banks, by Dictator Chief,
dam Empress by Sterling, Hart
land, July 1
2.30
Silverbell, by Harbinger, dam Isabel
by Happy Medium
2.27%
Cylex, by Nelson dam Topsy by Carrabasset
2.28%
Crete, by Dictator Chief, dam by
Daniel Lambert, White River
Junction, June 25
2.27%
Catherine IT., by Judge Alvocate 2.27%
Duster, by Cunard Jr. dam by Live
Oak, Mystic, Aug. 11
2.21%
Gipsy
by Macbeth
2.28%
Ellsworth, by Dictator Chief, dam
by Gray Dan 2.31%, Laconia, N.
H.. July 19
2.30
Yellow A*h, by Charles M., dam by
Bonney Knox
2.27%
Hortense (tretti. g 2.26%) by Judge
Advocate, dam by Rob Boy, Con
cord, N. H-, Aug. 3
2.20%
Edmund, by Nelson, Old Orchard,
July 27
2.21
Grenadier, by Messenger Wilkes
dam by Redwood, Lewiston, Aug.
9
2.28
Helen S. by Locomotive, by Kitty B
2.35, by Hind’s Knox, Fairfield,
Aug. 5,
2.28%
Hilda, by Nelson, dam Elise by
Fearnaugbt Jr, Fairfield, Aug. 5, 2.28%
Hippona, by Gray Dan, dam by
Tempest, Soutn Norrigewock,
Aug. 8,
2 29%
Kitty Waite, ly Record’s Black
Hawk, dam s t b by Ethan Allen,
Lewiston, Aug. 9
2.26%
Blue John, by Young Rolfe, Lew
iston, Aug. 9,
2.30
Dan Berry, by Guarantee, dam by
son of Gen. Knox
2.29%
Juno Withers, by Gen. Withers Jr,
Bangor, Aug, 10,
2.27
Dora May, by Dictator Chief, dam
Dora M, by YcuLg Rolfe, Rigby
Park, Aug. 11
2.27%
Likewise, 1, by Gideon Chief, dam
by Daniel Boone
2,29%
Brenda b m by Nelson 2 09, dam Elise
by Fearaaught Jr., 2.26, Rigby Park,
Aug. 12.
Polly Nelson gr m by Nelson 2.09, Rigby
Park, Aug. 12
2.80
Faith b m by Dictator Chief 2.21%, Rigby
Park, Aug. 12
2 28%

Is not rpade frorp extracts, but
is itself zip extract of roots and
herbs, apd is therefore rpuch
Stronger than apy preparation
rpade frorp extracts. We have
a pew apd improved process by
which we obtaip a powerful ex
tract frorp the pure materials^
apd at a rpuch less expepse
thap by the old methods. We
are thereby enabled to eive you
a better preparatiop for less
mopey thap our competitors
offer you. It coptaips po po
tassium or irop, apd is purely
vegetable.
Allen Sarsaparilla &o.. Wooofords, Me-

25cts. per year is all the
difference between the cost
of

Worcester
Salt]
and the commonest kind
you can buy and that for
your entire family.
Nash, Whiton & Co., New York.

Records Reduced,

St. Lawrence from
2.27% to 2.23%
Fred Wilkes from
2.29% to 2.24
5. JT. Boy from
2.28 to 2.23%
Silver Street by Nelson from 2.25 to 2.23%
H. P. E., by General Garfield, Lewiston,
Aug. 9, from 2.29% to 2.25%.
Cephas by Cyril, from 2.25% to 2,18%.
Jennie J., by Daniel Boone, Saugus
Aug. 3, from 2.27% to 2.18%.
Schoolmarm, by Olympus, from 2.29% to
2.20.
Iona S, by Albrino, 2.29% to 2.27%.
Col. Osgood by Wilkes, Old Or
chard, July 28, from 2.19% to 2.18%,
St. Croix, by Wilkes, dam Zulah, by
Gideon, Fairfield, Aug. 4, from 2.28%
to 2.21%.
Patrol, bv Constellation, Mystic, Aug. 8,
from 2.28% to 2.15%.
Block Nathan, blk s by Robinson D, dam
Ino by Morrill Drew, Lewiston, Aug. 9,
from 2 26% to 2.26%.

No sooner does one meeting terminate at
Franklin Park than the energetic manager,
Mr. James O. Gray, projects another. The
last meeting, which was concluded Aug.
5, was a pronounced success, and the pro
gramme of the next, which covers Sept. 4
to 9. is built on such liberal lines that it
must secure the active support of both
horsemen and the public. Purses are of
fered to the 2.40, 2,*2, 2,80, 2.28, 2.25,
2.21, 2.19 and 2.16 trotting classes, and the
2.12, 2.18, 2.22, 2.26 and the 2.32 pacing
classes.
There is also a purse for two
year olds eligible to the 3 00 class, a purse
for three year olds eligible to the 2 50
class, and two specials of $1,000 each. One
is open to all trotters with records of 2.12
or better, and the other is for all pacers
with records of 2.10 or better. The entry
list closes Aug. 24, and in addition to the
regular division of purses each fifth horse
gets $30, We heartily {commend this lib
eral pre gramme to the attention of owners
and trainers,
SJ.d

::::::.:FOR SALE I™
--------------- THE IENTIRE------ —.

COLLECTION OF TROTTING STOCK
---------THE PROPERTY OF---------

Tlis Coll Farm, Aolm, We,
GONSISTINS OF

BROOD MARES OF BREEDING AND
QUALITY.
Youngters by such BSires as Rockefeller
Messenger Wilkes, 2.23, Warrener, Bay
Wilkes, 3.15, Sir Nutwood, Kremlin, 2.
Stamboul, 2,07$, etc.
Write for Particulars and Catalogues to

F. H. BRIGGS, AUBURN, MAINE.

CATERING.
As the season has opened, Mrs. A. W.
LANGMAID is prepared to cater and
supply anythng that pertains to a firstclass spread.
Wed din® Cake a specialty, in boxe
from 10c. upwards.
Ornamentation and Table Decora
tions, etc.

113 BATE8 8TREET.LEWI8T0N
weds att tAh

TURF, FARM AND HOME
THE TROTTING STANDARD.
As Revised and Adopted by the Amer
ican Trotting Register Association, April

6, 1892.

__________

Fourth—Any horse that is the sire of
one trotter with a record of 2.30 or better,
provided he has either of the following adtional qualifications : 1—A trotting record
of 2.25 or better* 2—Is the sire of two
other animals with trotting records of 2.35.
3—Has a sire or dam that is already a standard trotting animal.
Fifth—Any mare that has produced a
trotter with a record of 2.30,
Sixth—The progeny of a standard trot
ting horse when out of a standard trotting
mare.
Seventh—Any mare whose sire is stan
dard and whose first aad second dams are
by a standard horse.
These changes applv also to the rules
regulating the pacing standard.

In order to define what constitutes s
standard bred trottiDg horse, and to eaa
tablish a breed of trotters and pacers on bs
more intelligent basis, the following ruleaa
are adopted to control admission to regis
tration. When an animal meets the requirements of admission and is duly regis-
tered, it shall be accepted as a standard1
bred animal.
First. Any trotting stallion mat has ai
record of two minutes and thirty second
(2.30), or better, provided any of his gett
has'a record of 2.35 trotting, or better; orr
provided bis sire or dam is already a stan
dard animal.
PEACE TO HIS ASHES!
Second. Any mare or gelding that has,
a trotting record of 2.30, or better.
Obituary Notice of Old Dictator, Grand
Third. Any horse that is the sire of
father of Nancy Hanks.
two trotters with records of 2,30, or betA magnificent typo of the trotting
Fourth. Any horse that is the sire of’ form was Dictator. We copy his picture
one trotter with a record of 2.30, or better,, and obituary sendoff from The RuralNew
provided he has either of the following ad■ Yorker as follows:
The great trotting stallion Dictator
ditional qualifications : I.—A trotting rec2.30 or better. 2. —Is the sire of died at Ashland, Ky., of old age. He
two other animals with trotting records of• was foaled 30 years ago in Orange
2.35. 3.—Has a sire or dam that is already (county, N. Y., a son of the great Hama standard trotting animal.
bletonian and full brother to the famous
Fifth. Any mare that has produced a Dexter. The black mare Clara was bred
trotter with a record of 2.30, or better.
after year to Hambletonian, and
Sixth. The progeny of a standard trot- year
■
ting horse when out of a standard trotting Dexter was one of her first colts. Five
mare.
:years later she dropped Dictator, a small
colt destined to be known as per
Seventh. The female progeny of a stan- brown
I
the most useful son of Hamble
dard trotting horse when out of a mare by haps
]
a standard trotting horse.
1tonian. Early in life Dictator did not
Eighth. The female progeny of a stan fshow much speed. He had a good gait,
dard trotting horse when out of a mare and
,
that was about all. Most of the
whose dam was a standard trotting mare. sons
(
of Hambletonian were like him in
Ninth. Any mare that has a trotting j
this
respect,
for Dexter was 9 years old
record of 2.35, or better, whose sire or
before he made his record of 2:17|.
dam is a standard animal._____

THE PACING

T

HIRTY years’ observation o^Castoria with the patronage of

millions of persons, permit us to speak of it without guessing.
It is unquestionably the best remedy for Infants and Children

♦ ie world has ever known.

It is harmless. Children like it. It

gives them health. It will save their lives.

In it Mothers have

something which is absolutely safe and practically perfect as a
child’s medicine.

Castoria destroys Worms.
Castoria allays Feverishness

Castoria prevents vomiting Sour Curd.
Castoria cures Diarrhoea and Wind Colic.

Castoria relieve^* Teething Troubles.
€astoria cures Constipation and Flatulency.

Castoria neutralizes the effects of carbonic acid gas or poisonous air.
Castoria does not contain morphine, opium, or other narcotic property.

Castoriaassimilates the food, regulates the stomach and bowelst
piving healthy and natural sleep.
C stnria is put up in one-size bottles only^ It is not sold injbulk,

Don’t allow any one to sell yon anything else on the plea or promise
that it is “just as good ” and “ will answer every purpose.”

STANDARD.

See that you get C-A-S-T-O-R-I-A.

Ab Revised and Adopted i by tbe

Ameri
can Trotting Register Associa
tion, April 6. 1892.

In order to define what constitutes a
standard-bred pacing horse, and to estab
lish a breed of pacers on a more intelligent
basis, the following rules are adopted to
control admission to registration : When
an animal meets the requirements of admitsion and is duly (registered, it shall be
duly accepted as a stindard-bred pacing
animal.
First any pacing stallion that has a rec
ord of tvo minutes aid twenty-five seconds
(2.25) or better; provided any of his get
has a record of 2.30 pacing, or better; or
provided his sire or dam is already a etandard pacing animal.
Second. Any mare or gelding that has a
a pacing record of 2.25 or better.
Third. Any horse that is the Bire of two
pacers with records of 2. 25 or better,
Fourth. Any horse that is the sire of one
pacer with a record of 2.25 or better, provlded he has either of the following additional qualifications : 1. A pacing record of
2.30 or better. 2. Is the Bire of two others
animals with pacing records of 2.30 .3. Haa sire or dam that is alrerdy a standard
pacing animal.
Fifth, Any mare that has produced a
pacer with a record of 2.25 or better.
Sixth. The progeny of a standard pacIng horse when out of a standard pacing
mare,
Seventh. The female progeny of a
«tandard pacing horse when out of a mare
by a standard pacing horse.
Eighth. The female progeny of a stan
dard pacing horse when out of a mare
whose dam is a standard pacing mare.
Ninth. Any mare that has a pacing rec
ord of 2.30 or better, whose sire or dam is
a standard pacing animal.
Tenth. The progeny of a standard
trotting horse, out of a standard pacing
mare, or of a standard pacing horse, out of
standard trotting mare.

9

The fac-simile
signature of

~~

1

*s On everT
wrapper.

Children Cry for Pitcher’s Castoria.
DK'TATOR.

Tho fact that Dictator was full brother
to
1 Dexter helped him greatly in the stud.
Dexter
was a gelding, and naturally
1
horsemen were willing to patronize his
f
full
brother. As a sire Dictator was
wonderfully successful. Among his sons
a Jay-Eye-See, 2:10; Director, 2:17, and
are
j
Phallas,
2:13^. He has 48 sons and
.
daughters
with records below 2:20. He
.
is also the sire of Nancy Lee, whose colt,
Nancy Hanks, has a record of 2:04. We
are
told that Dictator ceased to be of
a
service
four or five years ago, and noth
s
i but the most assiduous care has kept
ing
tthe old horse alive since then. For years
f
past
he has been fed on ground oats
esweetened with molasses, and the same
Emolasses had to be none other than the
best New Orleans brand or the old fel
low would refuse to eat.

whit man

fflwwM liwnnro

The New Trotting Standard.

At the meeting of the American Trotting
Register Association at Chicago, April 5
me trotting standard was amended in some
important respects. These changes, which
do not go into effect untii Jan. 1, 1895, are
as follows:
In order to define what constitutes a
standardbred »*trotting( horse, and to estabf
lish a breed of trotters on a more intelli
gent basis, the foilowing rules are adopted
to control admission to registration. When
an animal meets the requirements of ad
mission and is duly registered it shall be
accepted as a standard-bred trotting an
imal.
First—Any trotting stallion that has a
record of two minutes and thirty seconds
(2.30,) or better; provided any of his get
has a record of 2.35 trotting or ^better;J x>r
provided his sirejor dam js already^ stand
ard trotting animal
Second—Any mare,or gelding that has {a
sire or dam is [already] a standard animal.
Third—Any horse that is the sire of two
pacers with records of 2.25 or better.

ANUFACTURERS, wholesale and retail dealers in Horse Powers, Threshin

Mnchies, Wood Sawing Machines, Cider Mills, King o tne Cornfield Corr
MPlanter,
Wheelbarrows, Merchandise, Hotel and Bag Trucks, Feed and Root Cutten

Barrel Headers, Harrows, Wagon Jacks, Garden and Lawn Rollers, Fanning Mills, an
a general line of Agricultural Implements and Machines. Jobbers supplies in large o *
small quantities. Goods for export a specialty. Send for general catalogue and prices
Machine work and repair work neatly and prompty done.
-ITS

Hn Replying to this Advertisement Mention this Paper.

jnl88at-tfhtf
"....

", uu
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TURF FARM AND

HOME.

purse for such a race, and there will prob
ably be a great fight for it.
[Questions for this department must be
accompanied by the name and address of
fhe sender, not necessarily for publication
but as a proof of good faith. They must
be distinctly written upon one side of the
paper only. None but questions relating
io equine topics will receive attention. No
answers by mail or telegraphy except to
conductors of race meetings on questions
requiring immediate action. Answers to
questions as to whether horses are standard
and Registered refer to published volumns
nthe Register only.]

William B. Pearce, Providence, R. L—
Will you please stite in your next issue
whether the dam of Dorcas Pratt and
Royce is one and the same mare.
Ans — She is. The dam of both is Aimee
by Del Sur, dam Geraldine bv Echo.

TROTTING AT TIGNISH.
Tignisii, Aug. 19.
Editor Tut f, Farm $ Home '.
The trot on Broderick’s Park came off
yesterday* The track was in fair cond*tion, the attendance good. The three minute end green races were the only ones
trotted.
The free for all did not fill and
was declared off.
The judges were Mr. Charles Dalton,
Tignish, Mr. P. I. Cahill, Kildare, and Mr.
Archibald Coughlan, Alberton- Mr. Jas.
Squarebrig acted as timer. Below is the
summary:
Broderick’s Park, Aug. 18, 3-minute
race, purse $20, divided.
May Queen, rm
1 J ? «
Dumont br h
.
« 7 «
Graduate bike
* 2 4 2
Little Joker b h
£ 4
Evangeline ch m
5 5 b o
Time—2.53%, 2.57, 3.02, 2.58.
Same day and track, green race, purse
$10, divided.
Nora br m
3 1 1 1
French Chief blk s
2 2 2 2
Enoch br h
13 3 3
Time—3.33, 3 27, 3 25, 3 16.

RIGBY TRACK AND THE KITE TRACKA recent issue of one of the Biddeford
papers made a statement that in the opin
ion of many horsemen the new Rigby Park
would be ruined by the fire, which was al
leged to have eaten into the peat said to be
at the foundation of the course, and that
the managers of the kite track at Old Or
chard had offered faciliiies at their track to
the horsemen now at Rigby, which the pa
per represented as magnanimous, “consid
ering the spirit the Rigby Park people have
manifested toward the Old Orchard track,”
Secretary Farnham said that there was no
truth in the statement that the fire was un*
der the track. It had not come within fifty
feet of it. The track was solid and safe as
ever, and Bayard Wilkes made a mile in
2.14 on it Thursday in one of his workiDg
beats. As for the feeliDg towards the kite
track, the members of the Rigby Park have
no hard feeliDgs at all, and have never
manifested any hostile spirit. It is not true
that the horsemen at Rigby intend to re
move to Old Orchard.

ADDITIONAL 2 30 PERFORMERS.
Tom Knox by Telephone, Haverhill
Aug. 15
2.28%
Sadie L by Young Rolfe, dam
Gretchen, by Gideon, Livermore
Falls, Aug. 22
2 30
Records Reduced,

Hallie by Harbinger, dam by Monte
Christo, Augusta, Aug. 16, from 2.26% to
2.24%.
Maud Elenah by Harry Kdox, from 2.22
to 2.20%.
Belle Chase by Robinson D, Norway,
Aug- 17, from 2.27% to 2.26%.
Edmund by Nelson, Augusta, Aug, 16,
from 2.21 to 2-17%.
Gene Briggs by Messenger Wilkes, Au
gusta, Aug. 16, from 2.28 to 2.26%.
A successful treatment is what a patient expects and not a course of treatment which
Nelson by Young Rolfe, Rigby Park, takes hard earned dollars but shows no beneficial results^
Aug. 12, from 2.10 to 2.09.
ALL PRIVATE AND SECRET DISEASES OF EITHER SEX.

r. H. DAINTREE, M.D. 2=1

54 Franklin Street, Lewiston, Maine.

RACES AT SANFORD.

Biddeford, Aug. 21.
Editor Turf. Farm and Home :
I intended to send you a report of the
FOXCROFT RACES, AUG. 17.
Sanford races for last week’s issue but as
they have not yet been summarised by any
publication I will forward a httle notice of
the affair at this late day. The races were
2.27 class, purse $150.
held at the Mousam river track on Satur
A’N Pierce, Bangor, bro g Elgin by
Lothair Jr
_
1 1 1 day afternoon, August 10, and quite a good
L E Judkins, Hartland, blk s Judge
crowd was in attendance. Three events
Franklin by Franklin
3 3 2 were booked and a fair degree of sport re
E. P. Dearborn, South Newburg, b
m Dorothy D by Knox
5 4 3 sulted from the various contests.
Gertie B won the 2.34 class but had to
E H Maley, Monson, gm Hippona
by Gray Dan
6 5 4 go four heats after it. This was quite a
pretty race and resulted as follows:
F H Bridges, Garland, g m Molly
2.34 class, purse $150.
Withers
„
-o
466
F H Wiggin, Etna, b g Gould Boy
Gertie B
112 1
by Amber
‘ « *
wood
2 2 12
G R Palmer East Dever,Lady Frank &
3 3 4 3
lin by Franklin
2 2 5 Milo
Tommy
4 4 3 dr
Time—2.28%. 2.28%, 2.27%.
Time—2.35%, 2.40%, 2 40, 2 36.
2.44 class, purse $100.
I was unable to learn the name of the
B W Doble, Milo, g s Von Gid
eon by Chance
4 3 111 horse that won the third heat but he was a
C E West, Monroe, bro s Ecks*
grey stallion from New Hampshire.
tem bv Constellation
3 5 2 3 3
Eucle8 was the undisputed winner of the
C H Donald bro g Geo. E by
class with Little Dick a good second.
Island Chief
116 5 5 2.45
Frank P. Fox owns Eucles and Milo.
A Ronco, Dexter, b s Rolfe
Boy Jr by Rolfe Boy
7 4 4
7dr Tommy, Little Dick, Maud E and Judge
are Sanford horses.
L S Bickford, Damariscotta,
blk s Dick West
2 2 3
22 The summary :
R A Diffin,Guilford, b m Maud
2,45 class, purse $100.
D by Judge Advocate
8 8 7 dr
Lyman Leighton, Exeter, b g
Eucles
111
Willie C by Vanderb lt
5 6 8 6 dr Little Dick
2 2 3
A W Severance, East Bradford,
3 3 4
b s by Lotbair Jr
6 7 5 4 4 Maud E
Judge
442
Time—2.39%, 2.34%, 2.35, 2.36, 2.38.
Time—2.45%, 2.48%, 2.45.
There was also a three minute class with
Charles W- Morse will have an auction
sale of horses during the Eastern Maine a purse of $75 and a field of six staiters
was watched after the other races, A clever
State Fair next week.
Two hundred and fifteen horses are en going pacer won it.
N. D. C.
tered for the Eastern Maine State Fair
races next week, and such a field, includ
ing as it does scores of the best horses in
this part of the country, ought to provide No Pain No Danger of Failure
exciting sport for all the turfites within a
radius of 200 miles. Maplewood is a good
track and the horsemen are looking for
some low marks during these races.
AND PROSTATIC IRRITATION
Time was when a horse .that could go in
2.40 was considered good enough to get^the
best end of the purse in a three'Jminute
class, but it’s very Jdifferent now. The
“woods are full” of fast horses nowadays,
---------- o---------and almost any roadster or delivery horse
that has any style about him can turn the
circle in 2.40. In the three-minute class, WE CURE STRICTURE IN THIRTY DAYS.
AD DP.ESS—
however, it often takes better than 2.30 to
wm, and people are now making guesses
that the winner in this class at Maplewood
next week will have to get around in 2.25.
P. O. BOX 110, BOSTON, MASS,
u31eod3m
Five hundred dollars is a pretty heavy

Gonorrhoea, Stricture, Gleet, Leuchorrhcea, Syphilitic and
Scrofulous Ulcers and Eruptions, Piles, Impotency. and Im
pediments to Marriage, Nervous and General Debility. All
diseases arising from Indiscretions of either sex.
VLL FEMALE TROUBLES, Irregularities, Obstructions, and Blood impurities, &c, &c.,

n tys.

sissSi R, H. DAINTREE, MO
Ripans Tabules
Ripans Tabules act gently
but promptly upon the liver,
stomach and intestines; cure
habitual constipation, dispel
colds, headaches and fevers.
One tabule taken at the first
symptom of indigestion, billiousness, dizziness, distress
after eating, or depression of
spirits, will promptly remove
the whole difficulty.

STRICTURE

Ripans Tabules are com- j

:: pounded from a prescription
widely endorsed by the high:■ est medical authorities and are
presented in a form that is becoming the fashion with phy■: sicians and patients every; where.

CURED
No Operation, No Instruments.

EMPIRE MEDICAL CO.,

One Box (Six Vials) Seventy-five Cents.
One Package (Four Boxes) 1 wo Dollars.

$25,000 in Premiums,
Offered by Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co. of
St, Louis, Mo. The one guessing nearest the
number of people who will attend the World’s
Fair gets $5,000.00, the second $1,000.00, etc.
Ten Star Tobaoco Tags entitles you to agusss.
xsk your dealer for particulars or send for
circular.
may!7 3m

*
|
:
t
:
|
:
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RipansTabules may be ob- |
i tained of nearest druggist; or t
: by mail on receipt of price.
For free sample address

RIPENS CHEMICAL CO.

|

NEW YORK.

|
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CARRIAGES

ii

Every Reader of this Periodical

FASHIONABLE. DURABLE AND CHEAP

SPECIAL

WILL BE AT

ONCE INTR STED IN

OJB

ATTENTION IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT

is directed to a large line of of Surreys and
Carryalls, All kinds of running gear made to
order,

HIM MNOFICW IN MINE.
REPAIRING STRICLY AITEKDED10.

c. T. NEVENS
CORNER TURNER ANO PLEASANT STS.

The opportunity of a life-time presents itself to you. We have
effected arrrangements whereby every person who reads or becomes
acquainted with the facts published in this announcement, may secure at
once, in connection with a subscription for this paper, and at a ridiculously
low expense—a mere bagatelle in comparison with what we have now to
offer, namely, an intrinsic value equal, in cash, to about

$30. FOR*300
IOR, YOU CAN SECURE IT FREE I SEE OUR OFFER BELOW.]
A Thesaurus of Priceless Value as a Treasury of Knowledge

Fity Building Lots For Sale.

SALESMEN!
WE WANT MORE

N 4th, 5th, 6th and 7th Streets, Prospect
Hill, New Auburn. Fine dry soil, good
drainage, city water, and a commanding
view of both cities, which cannot be sur At home or to travel. Salary or commission.
passed. Will be sold for cash, or on install Cash advanced for expenses. Good territory for
ment plan, at moderate prices. Inquire
jhose who apply early. Write for terms.
JJOHN F. COBB
R. G. CHASE & CO-,
odtf
Rccm 1 Pickard Block.
23, Pemberton Sq.» Boston, Mass.
TFHm23 8t

O

For the people, that world-renowned, most popular of all Encyclopaedias,
in the English language,

A. GrESJXTTSS

• (Then Baby was sick, we gate her Castorm
When she was a Child, she cried for Castoria.
When she became Miss, she clung to Castoriashe had Cluklren. she gave them Castorif

Chambers
’
Encyclopedia,
TRAININCSTABLES

I have concluded to locate and condu«a
PUBLIC TRAINING STABLE at the kite
track, Old Orchard, Maine, for the season of
1893. Horses committed to my charge will
receive my undivided attention. The best of
stable accommodations and a track unsur
passed for training purposes.

J. F. HAINES, Old Orchard, Me.
mav 5 2m

CREAMERY AND DAIRY, . . .
WATERLOO, IOWA,
Is the paper for the Creamery, Dairy and
Cheese Factory. It is the handsomest publi
cation of its class.
Excellent advertising
medium. Monthly: $1.00 per year. Send
for free sample copy.

SOLD or EXCHANGED
How, Ha» Mamies
F. E. DENHAM, AUBURN, ME.
Canada and Michigan Horses; good drivers
JO“ Business, mile from city, Turner Road—
Hackett place. Good assortment.
Jy2O-ly

You to breathe? Is your Freath-off’ensive?
Does your head and throat fill with offensive
mucus? Do you have ringing sounds in your
ears, causing partial deafness? Does your
head feel so oadly that you can hardly think
to take advantage of your business, and be
sides making you miserable ? OUR MOTTO:

"NO RELIEF NO PAY.”J
Now is it not worth your effort to get well and
I feellike yourself again? Write or call on
WARD WELL’S CATARRH CURE CO.,
29 Lisbon Street, Lewiston Me.
may26 lm

H. H. CHOTE, D. V. S„
veterinarian!**
64 PARK STREET, LEWISTON
1 o o Ridgling and Ruptured
Horses a Specialty.

FOR SALE

LOW RATE ONE WAY EX
3 CURSIONS.

fine pair of bay horses with Black points
six and seven years old. own brothersHave two white feet behind stand 15 3 safe
weekly, from Bos
for anybody to drive, an extra good road ton, every TUESDAYCars,
to Chicago and the
team with considerable speed sired by Whale
West; every WEDNESDAY to Seattle,Tacome
bone Knox.
and all points on the Pacific Coast; every
FRIDAY to St. Paul, Minneapolis and all
points North West. Send for pamphlets give
ing all information, to C. E. M0PHER8ON, 16
jy lm
Washington Street. Boston. marchl6eodtfh

A

ADDRESS BOX 64 - - LISBON ME.

BEING A BEAUTIFUL, CLEAR REPRINT OF THE EDINBURGH AND
LONDON EDITION OF CHAMBERS’ ENCYCLOPAEDIA, A LIBRARY OF
UNIVERSAL KNOWLEDGE FOR THE PEOPLE, WITH VERY LARGE AD
DITIONS UPON TOPICS OF SPECIAL INTEREST TO AMERICAN READ
ERS, AND GIVING AMERICAN STATISTICS OF POPULATION DOWN TO
AND INCLUDING THE CENSUS OF 1890.
REMEMBER, this great Encyclopaedia contains thousands upon thousands of articles, embrac
ing all subjects within the limits of human knowledge ; yet, in its more than 27,000 specially prepared
articles, while giving pointed, practical, explicit and most interesting and instructive information
both for the student and the general reader, are free from ambiguous tecfinicalittes and compara
tively void of the mass of scientific signs, symbols and foreign nomenclature which crowd the pages
of most other cyclopedias prepared for scientific and professional use alone. The Philadelphia Presi
well says:
“ The particular and unique value of this Encyclopaedia is its happy solution of the problem of
fullness ana conven’ence. It is neither bulky nor superficial. It is the book of reference for the
million.”
Chambers’ Encyclopaedia has always occupied a front place among the cyclopedic works to be
coveted.
Do you ever want to post yourself easily and speedily, on some facts or matters belonging to
the domain of Biography, Chemistry, Religion, Geography, Medicines, Health and Disease, Physical
or Mental Recreation in Popular Games, etc.; Literature, Natural Philosophy, Astronomy, Agriculture,
Mathematics, or any of the Arts and Sciences ? If you do, avail yourself of this opportunity to secure
a set of this great Encyclopaedia.
Do you enjoy an occasional leisure hour of delightfully interesting, entertaining and instructive
reading, and do you desire to supply yourself with a vast library of such matter, full of variety in all
its departments ? If you do, avail yourself of this opportunity to provide yourself with this invalu
able and popular Encyclopaedia.
"
w
Wa ’'
Do you seek a suitable gift, one having intrinsic value, to present to your relative, or friend, of
to your own library, or for the edification of the folks of your own household ? If you do, here is
your exceptional opportunity.
Do you appreciate occasions for securing extraordinary bargains, and would you secure a set of
this Encyclopaedia free ? Now is your opportunity. See full particulars in our Special Offer, given
below:

OUR UNPRECEDENTED OFFER.
The regular retail price of the imported edition of this immense
reference library, is 830.00. The cost to you for a full set, complete,
printed on good paper, in beautiful, clear type, and durably bound in flex
ible covers, delivered, free of cost to you, together with one year’s sub
scription for this paper, will only be $4 QQ
We will give, and deliver free,

To Every New or Old Subscriber,
A set of the Encyclopaedia, complete, together with a year’s subscription
for this paper, on receipt of
gg

Here is the opportunity of a lifetime to obtain, for a mere trifle, a
full and complete set of the revised and completed edition of Chambers’
Encyclopaedia. The demand will be large. Therefore those who would
make sure of avoiding delay, should act at once. Orders will be filled
promptly and in turn as received. But we advise immediate attention. Let
all act promptly. Address,

TURF FARM AND HOME.................... AUBURN. MJIN‘

TURF,

FARM AND HOME.

THESEER^

SEASOTV OF1 1893
» il« in 15 Sec.

Finishing last quarter

1-4 Mile Jn 30 gec,

c*

in 31% seconds—a
2.07 gait.

BAYARD WILKES
- xr ,

.

z.

IOALed March 20

1885.

-p- . . . . .
Finishing last quarter
111 31^ seconds—a
2,07

Race Record-Regulation Track; High Wheel Sulky,

2■1 5(
which he won. Winner of

.
ixth Heat or a rac
three faster heats in a racee
than any horse ever owned in Maine.
A THREE-YEAR-OLD WINNER
,
. Holder of the Fastest
A FOM-YEAB-OLD WINNER, MOIlifi $ Clllllll[lf
“X

Sire ALCANTARA 2.23 at 4 years.

Sire of

SEPB?9 • \.......................... 2.JS
Nightingale....................... 2.13$
Bayard Wilkes................. 2.15
Allen Lowe........................ 2.16J
And 43 others in

Autograph............................. 2.18*
Georgia H............................. 2.191
Empress Eugenie................ 2.191
Alhambra...;........................ 2.20*'

Lightning..... ....................... 2.17
Miss Alice........................... 2.171
Raven.................................. 2.181
Attractive...........................2.181
2.30 list. 5

A FIVE-YEAR-OLD WINNER,
nnnp Qfnlljnn AT THREE YEARS;
A SIX-YEAR-OLD WINNER.
HUbG OllIlllUll, AT F1VE YEARS;
Tu^ir® of1E°? SeeI’ y>PPer of the yearling race at the New England Breeders’
W91t2ng Fh^t fnndmUAlder °S l-he Ney, E'^and race record'for yearlings for
• w » ™ J "* f 11
ver driven at her speed. Tho only colt of his ever

1st dam BARCENA, trial 2.28, Dam of Bayard Wilkes 2.155

in h riice

Bertha, full sister to Bayard Wilkes (dam of Diablo 2.14f, at 3 yrs.) and1 S*f7L<SEQ^‘B??,TO?’Q18i,1’,,e I »am by ELECTIONEER, 13a in
Alaric, sire of Victor B. 2.20|, by Bayard 2.31, sire of Kitty Bayard 2.12jj
List. Sire of dam of Sunol 2.08L |
tbe List. Sire of Sunol 2.081.
(world’s race record over half mile track), and 12 others in 2.80 list; sonI
1OO to WAMItANT.
of Pilot, Jr., sire of the dams of Maud S. 2.08i, Jay-Eye-See 2.061 pacing’ Oin&IIIT
19» J,8sire
®0* sire
Sidney
26 inrecord
the list
at fwot
11 years
of ae-e
A I 11 111 III
8May
record]
of Frou
Frou,2.19^,
yearling
2.251
Id’s markh
and 2.10 trotting.

2d dam BLANDINA, dam of six sons and one daughter Bar- U I U 11 U I

^eatl8‘ °f *lvln» a™>. sire

of tllM of“ rloi

cena, that have produced 2.30 performers, by Mambrino Chief.

3d dam the BURCH MARE, dam of Donald 2.27 and Rosa

oir Arcny, sixth dam by mp. Restless; seventh dam Green’s Celer mare by Celer.

lind 2.211, by Parker’s Brown Pilot.

TERMS S1OO.OO BY THE SEASON,

H.WE8LET HUTCHINS, Auburn, Mainje

I_________________________

Payable at time of service, with free return the following year to mares not proving in foal.
All engagements must be made in writing and blanks for that purpose will be furnished
n applicat ion.

Lim4t€4l to 4z0 Flrstr-Cla^ Mares.
Season commences March 1st, closes July 15th.

ALL OOMMUNICATIONS MUST BE ADDRESSED TO

C. P. DRAKE, - - - Lewiston, Maine.

1, i 55 STEM WINDING ELGIN GOLD WATCHES...............................................$34 650 00

5,775 ^lacK^ENAMfP
gLASSES, MOROCCO BODY,
„
™™MINGS, GUARANTEEb ACHROMATIC... 28,875 00
23,100 IMPORTED^GERMAN BUCKHORN HANDLE, FOUR BLADED „
*1.5,500
GOLD WATCH CHARM ROTARY TELESCOPE TOOTH ’
°Q
11 5,500
261,030 PRIZES. AMOUNTING TO............................................. $173,250 OO
dIs.tributed, by connties, among parties who chew SPEAR
dhAD Plug Tobacco, and return to us the TIN TAGS taken therefrom.
We will distribute 226 of these prizes in this county as follows:
T° T¥a
#ln£ing us <ho neatest number of SPEAR HEAD
TAGS from this county we will give....................................................... 1 GOLD WATCH
next greatest number of
©FEAR HEAD TAGS, we will give to each, 1 OPERA GLASS....5 OPERA GLASSES.
To
sending us the next greatest number
™r£feAR HEAD TA<1S, we will give to each 1 POCKET
EiNirn..........................................................................................
20 POCKET RNTVF^
To the ONE HUNDRED PARTIES sending us the next neatest"
number of SPEAR HEAD TAGS, we will trive to e'ieh 1
ROLLED GOLD WATCH CHARM TOOTH pfcK............................ 100 TOOTH HCKS
To the ONE HUNDRED PARTIES sending us the next greatest
-igks.
number of SPEAR HEAD TAGS? we will live togIach 1
LARGE PICTURE IN ELEVEN cdL-RS !?..!?.C.V................. 100 PICTURES*

Total Number of Prizes for this County, 226.
iq(u ^Al-TTION.—No Tags will be received before January 1st, 1894, nor after Februarv 1st
1894. Rach package containing tags must be marked plainly with Name of Sender 5own’
prepaid.btate’ and Number of TaSs in each package. All charges on packages must be

READ.—SPEAR HEAD possesses more qualities of intrinsic value than anv other
lohacco produced. It
the sweetest, the toughest, the richest. SPEAK IIEll) Is
absolutely, positively and distincti vely different in flavor from any other plug tobacco
A trial will convince the most skeptical of this fact. It is the largest seller o/ anv similar
shape and style on earth, which proves that it has caught the popular taste and olease? tbe
people. Try it, and participate in the contest for prizes. See that a TIN TAG is on ever?
JuSV1606 °f
UEADVV^s&e^in thG tag8’ noma'tV^U^ra
THE P. J. SORG COMPANY, Middletown, Ohio.
A list of the people obtaining these prizes in this county will ba published in th*«
Caper immediately after February 1st, 1894?
*
p

OCN’T SEND PHI TAGS BrrORE JANUARY I. <894.

y

Book full for 1893.
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